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alves are not stuck in the past.
In the last couple of years the
thermionic valve (also known
as 'tube' or 'bottle') has re-emerged
into the limelight as- perhaps the best
way to make music with your hi-fi
system.
Gone are the days a frustrating
fading at crucial points in a (then)
wireless broadcast. Gone is the threat
of unreliability, instability and continuing maintenance. Nowadays, the
valve is where it's at — musical,
dynamic, articulate, effortless — you
name it, all the attributes and
benefits are there, with none of the
traditional drawbacks.
Although most of the British
manufacturers are essentially oneman-band affairs, the quality of their
products is extremely high, and will
put asimilarly priced Japanese black
box in the shade with ease. System
matching is easy — most pre-amps
have the commonly accepted ' transistor' matching inputs for phono
(where included), and a selection of
line-level options, together with tape
monitoring facilities. They are now

mostly self-powered too, allowing
them to be connected to almost any
power amp you choose.
There still seems to be a slight
feeling with some people that valve
amplifiers suit LP reproduction better, but that is fast being replaced by
the realisation that CD reproduction
can be stunningly good in a valvebased system.
In this Valve and Vinyl Supplement we'll be looking at a selection
of seven pre-amps, three power-amp
options, a DIY rebuild, an in-depth
interview with one of the valve revivalists, and vinyl availability.
While it must be said that the
valve power amplifiers don't have the
ultimate wellie of ahigh-power transistor amp, their power of seduction
is second to none, and that includes
appealing to all the aesthetic, musical
and esoteric leanings you have. If
you think their technology belongs in
a museum, you're wrong. Go and
have a listen, and hear what a real
music-making hi-fi system sounds
like. And don't say I didn't warn
you.
Chris Beeching
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The man
behind Vinyl
Tube Audio
is not the
most likely
character to
be running a
hi-fi outlet.
Chris
Beeching
spoke to him
at his north
London
shop
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research chemist by training,
Stephen Harper had a passion for hi-fi following the
'traditional' upgrade path from a
simple system to triwiring, with
multi-crossover active operation, but
the satisfacation was fast disappearing from his listening. ' Ifound that
Ijust didn't use the system as often
as Iused to. Ihad what was reckoned
to be the best around — Linn amps,
Isobariks, the works. But it failed to
grab my attention. It just didn't
sound right.
'Most of my musical interests lay
with natural acoustic music — classical, jazz, and the better end of rock.
Somehow the 'big' system just didn't
make me feel I was listening to a
trumpet, or abass, or astring quartet
at all. The illusion was not lifelike.
'Quite by chance Iwas round at a
friend's house one day, and he'd
bought anew record — ablack vinyl
one — and wanted my opinion. It
sounded wonderful. Put my system
in the shade completely. In fact it
was an all-valve set-up — quite modest by today's standards. The amps
were refurbished Leak monoblocks,
the turntable an ageing Garrard I
think; Iforget the speakers, but it
sounded so natural, so lifelike, that it
really made me think.
Tor the next few months Ispent
many frustrating hours going round
all the local hi-fi dealers to see
whether I could listen to a valvebased system, but most people
thought Iwas off my trolley. Nobody
seemed to have an understanding of,
or sympathy with, the valve technplogy, and the few demonstrations
which Ihad were very poor, simply
because the sales staff failed to recognise and market properly the
strength& of the valve gear.
'I talked my frustration over with
a number of friends and they suggested Iopen a shop myself. Iwas
dissatisfied with CD, and also felt

that there should be somewhere in
London where customers could listen to valve gear demonstrated properly, and then make an informed
decision without suffering the frustration Ihad endured.
'However, the more I thought
about it, and the less Ilistened to my
big system, the more Idecided that
buying ashop had to be the sensible
answer. Ispoke to the banks, and,
having put some money aside, Iset
about looking for suitable premises
for amodest valve and vinyl shop. By
chance one came up not far from
where Ilive in north London, and
the price was low enough to get
started, so I took it on.
'I suppose the real reason, originally, was not being able to hear
valve gear decently demonstrated in
London, but things have changed
quite alot since then. We're still the
only valve-and-vinyl specialists as far
as we know, though some of our
customers are coming in with CDs to
audition — it's inevitable, Isuppose.'
If there were all these products
around — or were there — why hadn't
anyone done this before?
'I think because no-one knew
enough about them. After all, most
of the valve equipment around then
was cottage industry stuff, and alot
of it still is. We rely on the imports
from America and Canada, because
there is little in the way of major
valve equipment made in the UK.
Most of the manufacturers are one,
two or three-man bands who do a
batch at atime. That's not to say that
the products aren't good, just that
they're made in smaller numbers. It
really needed someone like me to
come along and offer the facilities to
hear all these small brands, one
against the other, to really show what
valves can do. I'm sure if Ihadn't
done it, someone else would have.'
Were there any problems getting
going?

'Yes, two really. The first was that
people over here were so used to
paying huge amounts of money for
high-end equipment, and the second
was expecting it to have ahuge power
output as well. Most of the high-end
valve stuff came from the States:
Conrad Johnson, Cary and so on.
Pound for watt it was expensive. It
took some time for the British to
realise that there were home-grown
products which would perform at
least as well at a far lower price.
Sound quality was very high, especially when compared with transistor
equipment. The power factor was
soon dispelled when you could
demonstrate that, even though their
output rating was lower, valves still
had alot of power to play with. Most
people don't realise that you're using
very few watts at "normal" listening
levels, and it's only really power
hungry speakers or the high volume
listener who needs more, even that's
available with valves, but at ahigher
price.
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'Deciding what to stock was the
hardest part, I'd heard Doug Dunlop's stuff and liked what it did.
Oil power amps sounded good, and
Art Audio was affordable. The real
problem was that reviewers then
weren't looking at equipment which
wasn't readily available. Now the
shop has been going for acouple of
years it seems reviewers are looking
at it more often. Interestingly, the
real music lovers, as opposed to the
measurement freaks, are the ones
who prefer to listen to it and write
about it in the press.
'The philosophy behind Vinyl
Tube Audio is one of relaxation, and
using your ears to decide what you
like best. Many people who come to
the shop for the first time breathe a
sigh of relief when they walk in. Most
of them, like me originally Isuppose,
were fed up with being confronted
with rows upon rows of equipment.
We don't have that trouble. We stock
only a few selected brands; there's
less choice, or rather, fewer gimHI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW: VALVE & INNVI. 1993

micks to choose between in the valve
world, so stocking a representative
range of equipment is easier. People
also seem to prefer to come in and
listen, and on the whole are
genuinely surprised at how good a
modest valve/vinyl system can sound.
In fact, most of the comments are
that they've never heard records
sound so good.'
But why valves and vinyl?
'One of the things Inoticed on my
friend's system was that it played jazz
far better than a transistor system.
The reason may be twofold. The first
is that Ithink the recordings were,
and maybe still are, more "honest"
than pop or rock. They were
recorded using simple microphone
techniques and were often live. Classical sounded better because of the
same reason. The second may be that
Igrew up with the valve sound as the
norm. There weren't transistors in
the early 1960s in amass-market way
that there are now, so valves were the
only thing going. Ialso think vinyl
records are more faithful to the original sound, and Istill feel that valves
are "on" all the time, and that
transistors switch on and off very
quickly, but that we can still distinguish the difference even if we can't
actually hear the ons and offs themselves. It's the minute discontinuities
that we can still be aware of, hence
the problems of CD, no matter how
high the sampling rate. However,
having said that, Istill feel that my
ideal system is one which will play
any sort of music with equal success —
it isn't "better" for rock, or classical
or jazz or whatever. It does them all
very well.'
'I initially expected a predominantly male, 35-plus clientele, but I
get awide spread of age range from
the early 20s to people who have
retired. They are mainly professional
people, but we see agood proportion
of enthusiasts. They are still mainly
male, but Ihave an increasing number of couples coming in. The wife/
girlfriend/partner is often quite
curious about these hot, glowing
bottles, and women also show with a
more discerning hearing once they
are used to hi-fi. They're less blinded
by the technology and aren't hung up
on the equipment. As a result they
often have avery real input into what
is bought. They can also more readily
hear the differences between LP and
CD.
'I also feel that we make more
effort than most to treat people like
human beings than just customers to
be parted from their money. Anyone
can come in and listen for as long as
they like (unless we have a demonstration booked). Our aim is to provide the best system we can which is
most appropriate to buyers' needs.'

What about repeat business?
'We get a lot of repeat business.
Many customers come in, buy what
they can afford at the time, then
gradually upgrade. They usually start
with the amps, then the speakers,
and lastly the turntable which can be
aheavy investment. Unlike the high
street, we seem to be selling more
and more high-end turntables as people who are serious about vinyl are
increasingly aware of the huge investment they have made over the years,
and now wish to pressure it.
'Other repeat business includes
upgrading valves to Groove Tubes,
Golden Dragons or whatever, and we
keep a range of valve upgrade sets.
We have only had one set of duff
valves in two years, and we replaced
those, sending the originals back
under warranty.
There has been alot of talk about the
unreliability of valve equipment — particularly from those using older equipment. What is the situation today?
'Reliability is almost as good as
with transistor equipment. Any
problems are usually associated in
some way with the valves: they can
be less tolerant than transistors of
travel and being bumped about.
They wouldn't stand the rough and
tumble that, say, aWalkman has to
endure. Having said that, most pop
and rock groups still use valve amps
on the road and on tour, so they can
be pretty resilient nevertheless. Components in valve amps are very good.
Most are now built to withstand the
heat generated, and unless a valve
goes into overload and takes out a
capacitor, you shouldn't have any
problems. Valve life — with average
use (whatever that is!) we reckon
should be about 3-5 years.
Where do you see Vinyl Tube Audio
going in the next few years?
'I'd like VTA to be recognised for
what it is, and to start stocking a
couple of CD players, assuming the
industry can get to grips with CD. I
can't see any reason to move away
from valves, though. It would be nice
to make a couple of records, really
well engineered, using all valve technology, and adecent pressing plant.
A valve recording studio has opened
recently in Camden Lock which
might be interesting to work with.
We're now stocking asmall range of
records, which we hope to expand, in
collaboration with a local record
shop. They tend to be mainly classical and jazz, but that may change.
'We already offer agood range of
customer facilities: home equipment
loans, single speaker or home demonstrations, free installation, and a
100% back-up service. And we sell
only what we're 100% happy with,
which makes it easier to sell.'
Chris Beeching

'Reliability is
almost as good
as with
transistor
equipment...
unless avalve
goes into
overload and
takes out a
capacitor, you
shouldn't have
any problems.
Valve life, we
reckon, should
be about 3-5
years.'

Vinyl Tube Audio
43-45 Fortress
Road, London
NWS 1AD.
Tel: 071-485
4854.
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rave are the new. Whatever
the syntax of that opener, I've •
gotta hand it to anyone with
the chutzpah to start a new hi-fi
company during the Great Economic
Downturn of the 1990s. And Ihave
even more admiration for those who
dare to say it with tubes. Trilogy
Audio Systems is one of the latest to
join the ranks of the masochists, but
I've asneaking suspicion that they'll
last the course.
The designer is young Nic Poulson. I first made his acquaintance
when he was involved with the illfated Foundation tube pre-amp.
Striking out on his own, Nic has
approached the challenge of answering his call in amanner so cautious
and calculated that Idon't see how
the venture can fail, current economic conditions notwithstanding. And
I just love purist hi-fi tamed by a
sense of sanity.
Examine, if you will, the catalogue, ambitious enough to provide a
multi- product range but small
enough to suggest that the promises
are within the company's capabilities. The list consists, at present, of a
pre-amp available in line-only format
or with aphono section which can be
added internally; to match there is a
stereo power amplifier and amonoblock version. That's it. And the
company has no intention of running
before it can walk, although two
products are mooted for release later
this year.
Trilogy's 901 is a line-only preamp, retailing for £625. Add £200
and you have the phono'd 901; the
price for the module remains the
same whether you purchase the preamp ready for vinyl or add phono at a
later stage. There's only one option,
and that's finish. The 901 comes

standard in black, but you can have it
finished in 'mercury', an alternative
to chrome so gorgeous you'll wonder
why black ever became popular.
Measuring 430 x85 x340mm
(whd), the 901 is sized to sit with
most other components. It features
only on/off, volume, source select
and record out facility for five linelevel inputs plus phono, which is all
that you really need if you're partpurist. The controls have anice feel
suggesting dependable build quality,
while the mercury coating reinforces
the notion that you're playing with a
hi-fi product made by a German
camera firm. At the back it's all
gold-plated phonos. Inside, the 901 is
powered by apair of ECC88 double
triodes for line duties, while the
phono section adds a pair each of
ECC8 ls and ECC83s. The design
uses no negative feedback and provides 19dB of gain. FETs are used
for regulation, while the circuit is
assembled with ERO polypropylene
caps and close-tolerance metal film
resistors throughout. Cornered, Nic
will admit that he favours the tried
and tested, so don't lift the lid
expecting circuitry from Mars.
The benefits of this conservatism?
In the few weeks Ihad the Trilogy kit
Iexperienced nothing Icould classify
as naughty behaviour. No sparks,
buzzes, hums, hiss — nada. Peace.
Security. Silences when appropriate . . . even when using the phono
input with its 41dB of gain. (It's a
47k-ohm input, by the way, and ideal
for most medium output movingcoils.) Isaid Nic was sane. Maybe
'down to earth' and 'realistic' are
better terms. Whatever, he spared
me the taurean faeces and let the
product do the talking. And it spoke
like a student of Henry Higgins.
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Trilogy

BeA value valve HI-FI at £ 599.

1
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where music matters
Specialists in Analogue Audio
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NEW EAR 834 INTEGRATED
Stunning build, looks & sound at £ 1290.

Both on audition now.
Vintage equiptment available: Garrard,
Leak. Lowther, QUAD. Radford. Tannoy,
Thorens, SME. Westrex, etc.
Please feel free to telephone, advice if free, call
if just for achat.
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5c/c surcharge on credit card sales.

For an appointment
Telephone & FAX: ( 0942) 57525
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So, too, the 948 monoblock power
amp. Rated at 100W and taking up
only 195 x470nun (wxd) floor space,
the 948 comes as standard with the
mercury finish and a black cage to
keep the cretinous away from the
pretty glowing bottles. The 948s look
like five grand's worth of gear,
though the pair will set you back only
£2499. What you get per channel,
besides afinish to die for, is aquartet
of GE 6550As, an ECC88 and apair
of ECC81s, perfectly finished E-core
mains and output transformers from
Apex in Devon, five-way binding
posts, a solid on-off toggle and a
dream of a bias arrangement.
Switch on and you see a row of
four red LEDs glowing amidst the
valves. Sit back for around aminute
and they reach equal levels of illumination. That's it. Next to each
tube is ahole in which you insert the
screwdriver supplied with the unit. If
the bias is out, you just trim the
screws for equal illumination. Nic
plonked the units on the floor,
straight from an automobile journey.
I fired 'em up and didn't have to
touch athing, the bias settings having survived atrip down the M2 with
ease. Parts and build quality match
the 901, so here's apair of tube amps
you can switch on without having to
leap immediately behind a policeman's riot shield.
The lack of drama, welcomed chez
Kessler after amonth of unprintable
catastrophes, prepared me for the
sound itself. Like the designer, the
Trilogy components are fastidious,
polite. They do exactly what they're
meant to do, but Isuppose that the
more macho among you — the kind
who think that diving off a cliff in
Acapulco is for wimps — might be
disappointed that they don't require
any switch-on rituals or asbestos matting. They need little in the way of
tweaking, although they do benefit
from such add-ons as tube dampers,
proper siting and cable matching.
That may sound like acontradiction
but let me assure you: straight out of
the packaging the Trilogy system
works well enough to keep you from
rushing for your Pandora's box.
Maybe that's because Nic has
addressed the finer points in the
design itself. Tube microphony was
minimal, the aforementioned tube
dampers offering less of an improvement than I've heard with other valve
units of far flimsier construction.
And even though the amps weigh so
little — 6kg perhaps? — the lack of
mass doesn't affect the solidity. All I
did (entirely out of habit) was site
them on Sorbothane feet.
The pre-amp is neutral enough to
make source matching adoddle, and
Icould recognise each component I
tried — CD players from CAL to
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW: VALVE & VINYL
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Krell to Marantz and cartridges from
Koetsu to Lyra to Transfiguration —
with ease. Though audibly less transparent, precise or coherent than the
substantially dearer Krell KRC, the
901 possesses such top- to- bottom
consistency that all sources were
treated equally. Any tailoring performed at the source end therefore
depends on the choice of speakers at
the other end, the 901 not really
giving adamn one way or the other
about what signals it's fed. The only
caveat concerns the phono section —
doesn't it always? — which works best
with cartridges on the lean side.
Iquickly learned that the amps are
not in the animal category, the 100W
having to be coaxed out of the tubes
because they're run conservatively to
extend valve life. The 948s would
drive the Sonus Faber Extremas
almost to useful levels, but ran out of
steam when it came time to bang
head. In my sensibly sized listening
room, Icould just about live with the
Trilogy/Sonus Faber package. Much
better results came from less hungry,
more sensitive designs like the awesome JBL Li, my cherished LS3/
5As, TDL 0.5s and the like.
But don't think for aminute that
these amps are gutless. Matched with
aspeaker of the easy school, the 948s
will rock with the best. The politeness and delicacy mentioned above
refers to sound quality, especially
treble regions so sweet and tubey
that the 948s are just what the doctor
ordered to salvage the sound of metal
domes. With sensitive speakers, the
948s kicked into gear with high-slam
epics like 'Assassin of Love', the
metal and rap excess of the California
Man soundtrack and even my fave
Sousa stompers. It's all down to
matching and accommodation. Any
turkey can undermine an amplifier
by mating it with too-hungry a
speaker. The obligation, no, the
responsibility of the reviewer or
retailer is to use an amp with a
sympathetic load.
And it's worth finding the right
speakers because the Trilogy amps
do what all modern tube amps should
do. They juggle a glorious, tactile,
3D midband and treble region with
bass just dry enough to keep you
from reaching for the Gas-X. The
real skill is in the weave, finding a
point to introduce the dryness without intruding into the midband. The
LS3/5As aren't quite rich enough
down below to reveal this characteristic, but the JBLs and TDLs certainly
are, and you can play an onanistic
parlour game trying to spot the join.
Monomaniacal as Iam about vocals, I
had to go out of my way to find
recordings that contained enough
bottom octave energy to test this
characteristic. I'm pleased to report

Those who like
to zoom in on
individual
performers are
gonna love this
set-up; get
your King's
Singers discs
out of their
jewel boxes

Supplier:
Trilogy Audio
Systems, 72c
Shooters Hill
Road,
Blackheath,
London SE3
7BG. Tel 081-856
2499; Fax 071354 5696.

that even the bass layering on the
Theme From Shaft, the Fenderising
on various C&W sets and the
thunderous nature of soundtrack
spectaculars couldn't expose the transition point.
The same held true for the upper
mid-to-treble transition, where the
Trilogy system has to swing from
rich and warm vocals to treble that
avoids edge without turning too soft.
The key may be the silky, liquid
sound that provides the system's
character from the mid-bass right
through to the upper limits. Part of
you will swear that this is avintage
tube amp with acirca '
93 price tag,
but the other part will point out that
it's mush free and that the edges have
definition and the transients have
snap and it's transparent enough to
satisfy modern tastes. It's something
you expect of C-Jor ARC — but from
a British package at just over 3k?
What really sold me on the Trilogy
system, having accepted the power
vs. sound quality compromise, is the
soundstaging and what goes on
within the playing arena. It's not so
much that the Trilogy offers absolute
size — Icould name adozen 'bigger
sounding' packages — so much as it
opens its doors wider than a car
dealer during a recession. Height
reproduction is convincing enough to
pass the LEDR test, while front-toback-depth stops just short of the
miraculous. There are near-holographic images in front of you, no
crowding or smearing or obscuring of
details. Instrument location is precise
and solid, if not exactly superglued.
Best of all is the lack of texturing
between the performers; you really
must audition this with massed
voices to experience the effect with
undeniable results. Those who like to
zoom in on individual performers are
gonna love this; get your King's
Singers discs out of their jewel boxes.
Picking apart the performance
aspect by aspect suggests more than
you might actually hear because it is,
by its very nature, acase of highlighting and therefore exaggerating specifics. And that contradicts everything which is good about the Trilogy
system. Its main strength is its coherence, the kind of integrity that overshadows or even overcompensates for
minor weaknesses.. In this case, it
allows you to forget the lack of
unbridled grunt (which you deal with
through speaker selection), the lack
of drama and the lack of artificiality —
which so many demand of hi-fi,
despite what the purists preach. Ijust
hope it isn't so low key as to be
ignored. Because I firmly believe
that Trilogy Audio Systems may be
offering some of the most honest hi-fi
this country has ever produced.
Ken Kessler
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For your pleasure we present the new

"Silver Night"

Audion 300B
Push Pull "SUPER LINEAR" Direct heated triode
Amplifier's Positively no feedback

Pure Class "A"
"Probably The best amplifier in the world!"
Under 2000 pounds, affordable high end!
Now performing at the following selected dealers
audio south
farnham
0252-714555

Audiocraft
uxbridge
0895-253340

Progressive audio
rainham kent
0634-389004

S.A. acoustics
devon
0626-67060

Superior sound
Brighton
0273-202637

Trade enquiries welcome through Alema uk. Ltd tel: 0273-202637
FAX 0273-722250
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hese days, not too much
attention is focused on the
humble pre-amplifier — that
usually small box of tricks which so
conveniently allows you to switch
between sources and adjust the
volume to where you want it. But,
and it's a big but, that is not all it
does.
On the plus side, the pre-amp
makes our life alot easier, offering all
its facilities at just the touch of a
button. The downside is that,
because it's dealing with such small
signal levels, it can easily introduce
unwanted noise and coloration, especially on the phono input.
Valve pre-amps have never been
blessed with awonderful reputation
for being quiet in the phono stage.
The new generation of valve preamps has come up with some startlingly good results which will put
many transistor and passive devices
to shame. However, not all the pre's
here have dedicated phono stages so,
where fitted, they have been used
alongside the CD input for the main
evaluation. Otherwise CD has been
used as the primary source.
ART AUDIO VP1
Another black box, but with nicely
designed logos and lettering, the
knobs — five in all — were simple
all-chrome, alittle too smooth really,
but well finished, and combined with
the silver lettering on the front panel
gave the unit anice quality look and
feel. The action of the knobs was
smooth, slight resistance, but very
positive, and causing no electrical
noise in operation. The five knobs
are — tape 1, tape 2, volume, source
select and mute/passive/active. Available sources are phono (m-m), tuner,
CD, CDV, aux 1, aux 2in addition to
the two tape facilities.
Round the back all connections are
gold RCA phonos, including output,
and an IEC socket for mains. As with
the other units, connection to the
other equipment was easy, taking a
mere five minutes. A small black
push-on button on the front brings a
flashing LED to life, alternating
between orange and green until all
circuits are in operating mode when
it locks on green.
What immediately struck the panel
was the complete absence of feeling
that the pre-amplifier was getting in
the way of the music. You knew it
was there because you switched
between sources, but on listening it
seemed totally transparent. On compact disc the tonal balance was very
neutral, and the dynamics, although
not as wide as a really hi-end pre,
were certainly wide enough to cope
realistically with any program material. In fact, the pre seemed totally
unfussy whatever you played through
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW: VALVE & VINYL 1993
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glass fronted
it — unless it was a poor recording.
Replay is available in either passive
(which has limited gain) and active
(which has more gain by adding
another tube to the circuit) modes, su
low-output sources can be ' beefed
up' to give reasonable output levels in
active mode, with passive used for
high-output devices. The only disadvantage — if you are sensitive to
phase reversal — is that in active mode'
the channel phasing is reversed,
requiring reversal of the speaker connections. But the majority will not
hear any difference, so this potentiab

light grey (as apposed to black) mark
may not even be noticed.
Muhi-tracking is abundantly
obvious through the VP1, and good
recordings really shine through. This
is marginally more noticeable on CD
than LP, and particularly on manylayered tracks, as with some of Chris
Rea's albums. On simple recordings
(Mary Black, Dave Grusin, Bela
Fleck) there's no problem. With
acoustic music imaging was of avery
high order. spatial separation exemplary and image depth very good.
There was no metallic ringing and

The new
generation
of valve preamps has
come up
with some
startlingly
good results
which will
put many
transistor
and passive
devices to
shame
II

ART AUDIO VP1
£600.00
An Audio, 130
Main Street,
Calverton, Nous
NG14 6LU.
Tel: 0602 653604.
Fax: 0602 637795

AUDIO
INNOVATIONS 12
£699.00
Audio Components
Ltd, Albany
Court, Albany
Road, Granby
Industrial Estate,
Weymouth, Dorset
Tel: 0305 761017

even under extremes of loud or quiet,
complex and driving rhythms the
VP1 remained calm and in control.
Its power of resolution seemed
particularly high, with small incidental details coming through — for
example the sound of the organ
working on Hurford's 2CD set of
Handel's Organ Concertos ( Decca
417 560-2).
On LP the same characteristics
pervaded the presentation — neutrality, openness, musicality and effortless ease with all sorts of programme
material. Bass was deep, tight, fast
and 3-D. It was easy to discern
between pedal ranks on an organ.
Jazz bass riffs went through with
clarity and a leading edge which
made you feel the player was in the
room in front of you. Spatial perspective was also good, with a sensible
soundstage presentation reflecting
the recording environment. Pinpointing the performers was dead

easy, especially in a chamber or
three-piece jazz ensemble, and with
Evelyn Glennie on percussion you
could almost see where each tubular
bell or xylophone note was.
Performance involvement was high
on the list of attributes; and acompletely relaxed approach, yet losing
nothing in the reproduction, really
made this pre a favourite.
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 12
Different styling sets this black box
apart from the others — asolid lower
case with a mesh grill over the top
through which you can see the tubes
glowing — yes, it has visible tubes.
Not touchable, thank goodness, but
visible. You can show them to the
neighbours.
Apart from that the unit is very
simple. Front panel holds knobs for
power, source select, balance,
volume and tape/source. The rear
panel sports the now commonplace

array of gold RCA phonos and an
IEC mains socket, and phonos for
signal out. There is also aswitch for
isolating the ground for balanced
operation, and another offering a
choice between high and low output
levels to suit different power amp
input requirements.
Apart from a satisfying thunk on
turn-on, and a glow from within,
there's no outward clue to the unit
being powered up. There's no phono
input, so the only option is an outboard phono stage into one of the aux
inputs. As with the other pre's CD
was auditioned first, and phono (via
aux) second.
First impressions were very
favourable, with acomfortable sound
and good image depth and spatial
presentation. However, through
extended listening it became obvious
that the presentation was a bit soft
and blurred. It certainly wasn't an
unpleasant sound, and most of the
panel found it the least fatiguing but
it did lack some low-level detail and
sparkle. Having said that there was
no lack of involvement or lack of
musicality — in fact, for some it was
the most engaging to listen to.
As far as sonic integrity went, the
treble was sweet and smooth, the
bass full and round, and quite deep,
but the drive lacked the incisiveness
of some of the other models in this
review. The presentation was not
flat; more, rounded, but comfortable
nevertheless.
Even with crystal clear recordings
there was the merest hint of aveiled
presentation — a pity as the L2 did
everything else so well. Using a
phono stage, the effect was similar,
losing just a fraction of the edge
which CD has, to the pre's detriment
in this case. With really bright
recordings the pre really sang — but
there are few of those where all the
detail is there, clear and undistorted.
Winding the volume up made little
difference to the tonal balance, and
lifted the preformance a bit — it
improved the top-end, giving back
some of the sparkle and life.
CONCORDANT EXQUISITE
Not your average styling at all. A
handsome wooden cabinet with a
black-and-gold fascia sporting five
separate knobs, and a separate allblack power supply — the Exclusive —
make up this pre from Doug Dunlop.
A controversial, but well- liked
figure, Doug sets great store by the
quality of the pre-amp, and this is his
top-of-the-range offering.
The five front knobs control —
from left to right — input source,
volume (stepped), sensitivity/mute,
balance and mono/stereo. Round the
back are two sets of phonos, steel or
nickel for all inputs — phono, CD,
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tuner, tape (in and out) aux, and
output to the power amp. The only
surprising thing is the use of steel for
the phonos — gold would probably
have been more appropriate at this
price — £ 1950.
The power supply carries the onoff switch, power being conveyed to
the pre-amp by two captive leads.
At switch-on a small LED glows
on each unit, and after about half a
minute the unit is ready for use.
Again, CD was the first source used,
and gave incredible results. The
depth of the image, clarity of pre
sentation and sheer naturalness were
impressive in themselves. The bonus
was in amusical, vibrant and engaging performance, regardless of material. Unlike the Conrad Johnson, the
Exquisite was not as ruthless in
laying bare poor recordings, and thus
became 'more listenable' to poorer
materia?. But none of the inner
detail, subtle tone colours or light
and shade were missing.
The pre-amp was impressively
quiet, adding nothing to the background on CD, and very little to the
phono. Dynamic range was superb,
and the whole pre-amp seemed 'just
right' — not hi-fi, not fast or slow, not
incisive or bitiiig or having that
attribute of 'grunt', but natural.
Phono performance was exceptionally good, really allowing the
qualities of the cartridge to- shine
through, and the music on the record
to be heard. Perhaps the effect was
the result of using anon-metallic box
to house the pre-amp itself — certainly
there was none of the metallic quality
which valve pre's sometimes exhibit.
The soundstage on the phono input
also had incredible depth. On choral
1141 NEWS
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music you could really hear how long
the recording environment was, how
deep the stage was, how large the
orchestra and choir were.
Dynamics were easily handled, as
were transients, deep bass and quiet
passages. Organ pedal notes had their
full weight, and electric bass had that
presence which allowed your chest to
feel the thwack on aheavy riff. This
pre, despite its highish price really
seemed to make music, even though
it seemed more tolerant of poorer
recordings — or perhaps it has asubtle
tonal shortcoming which takes off the
edge. If that is the case, it's not
apparent during extended listening
and there's no lack of 'bite'.
The High/Mute/Low knob may
require some explanation. It alters
the sensitivity of the amp, on any
input. Set to High it plays (effectively) louder for the same volume
setting. Set to Low it a:lows ahigheroutput source to be connected with
less chance of overload. Whichever
way it is set seems to make no
difference to performance or background noise.
CONRAD JOHNSON PVIOa
Not your conventional black box,
this. A neat package with ahigh-class
champagne-coloured front panel ( no,
not the pink variety), and a reasonably substantial chassis and outer
casing, the PV10a looks the part.
Able to blend in with most decorating schemes, it exudes an unassuming and refined air.
Round the back, besides the captive lead for mains input, are input
sockets (all RCA phonos in gold) for
phono, CD, tape (in and out), tuner
and aux, all neatly labelled and iden-

tified red for right, black for left
channel. Output sockets to the power
amp are also RCA phonos.
The front panel contains an input
selector knob, separate volume and
balance knobs, abalance defeat button (to straighten the signal path) and
a tape source/monitor push-button.
Connecting the unit to adomestic
system is simplicity itself, and once
connected the unit was left on for a
couple of hours to warm up.
Initial listening was confined to
CD, using mainly orchestral and jazz
programme material. It was evident
from first listening that the pre-amp
was capable of very high levels of
resolution from this source. The
recorded environment could be
experienced without intruding into
the performance. Instantly you were
aware of the room or hall or studio
without it taking your attention away
from the music itself. This imparted
ahigh degree of realism to all music
with a 'natural' heritage.
Another observation was that it
was possible to discern when other
than asimple microphone technique
had been used in the recording, with
multi-mic CDs showing amore muddled soundstage and presentation —
though sonically no different — with a
ragged spatial definition between
players. Simple mic recordings were
more accurate in their portrayal of
location and thus gave amore believable aural image, which from time to
time completely fooled the listening
panel. Church/choral music was
beautifully portrayed, with asuperb
ambience, including reproduction of
the subtle changes to the acoustic as
the sound decays into the distance.
String quartet and small musical
group music came across well, with
the location of all players sharply
defined and wholly 'dense' in their
aural image, unlike transistor amps
which so often fail to recreate the true
weight of blatant notes.
Moving to full-scale orchestral
works produced that relaxed
approach — right there as far as the
sound was concerned, but totally
unconcerned as to the 'difficulty' of
the reproduction. Loud climaxes
were executed with consummate
ease, as were sudden transients and
loud brass.
If there is a criticism of this preamp on acoustic music, it is that the
portrayal is just on the slightly warm
side of neutral. There is the merest
hint of awarming of tone, the slightest bloom on an otherwise crystalclear triangle ring — but which itself
lends that superb listenability to this
material.
However, with non- acoustic
music, very different characteristics
came to the fore. The pre-amp was
ruthlessly analytical, especially where

CONCORDANT
EXQUISITE
£1950.00
Concordant Audio,
14 Glyn Close,
Barwell,
Leicestershire LE9
8GL.
Tel: 0455 843752

Instantly you
were aware of
the room or
hall or studio
without it
taking your
attention away
from the music
itself. This
imparted a
high degree of
realism to all
music with a
'natural'
heritage

stage is musical, detailed, poised and
articulate. It has the wonderful ability to soak up pops and clicks without
losing any of the detail in the
grooves. It seems to reduce the
amount of background noise on an
LP — groove road and pre-echo — yet
still allow the transients to sparkle,
the strings to sing, the bass to drive
and underpin and vocals to be right
in your room.
The noise criticism is being really
picky, but for those to whom it
would be important, it's unfair not to
mention it.

CONFtAD JOHNSON
PV10a £1100.00
Audiofreaks, 15
Ling Way, Ham,
Surrey 71V10 7QT
Tel: 081-948 4153

On choral
music ( Bach
Cantatas,
Rifkin) the
voices were
naturally
spaced, and
had ahuman
density to
them, which
felt as if they
were singing in
the church
right in front
of you

poor recordings were concerned. Present it with good rock/pop/house/
anything and you had instant snap,
poise, drive, pace and timing. Closemiked vocals were clear, forward,
tight and accurate. Percussion came
across with verve and vigour — and
you could easily hear the difference
between a drummer and a drum
machine. Not only that, you could
tell when the hi-hat wasn't struck
twice identically — the decay and
timbre were different. You could
almost hear the guy swing his electric
bass as he played.
The bottom end was well controlled, fluid and rhythmic — but again,
presentation, despite its analytical
nature — erred just on the warm side.
This was only noticeable on an AB

SONIC FRONTIERS SFL-1
Unlike so many other hi-fi products,
this Canadian-bred pre sports asilver
and gold anodised front panel with
three mid-size aluminium knobs for
comparison driving a power amp
source select, balance and volume.
without the pre, then inserting the
Below these there are five switches —
pre in the chain. But to many, that
on/off, mute/operate, mono/stereo,
slight bloom will be awelcome sonic
tape/source and direct/normal (which
virtue. Its openness allowed you to
effectively bypasses much of the
hear everything going on — pages
turned in the back row of the brass, a internal circuitry for acleaner signal
path). A tell-tale LED sits below the
scuffed shoe on the conductor's rostrum, even the bass player taking a balance knob indicating power on,
and the overall impression of the
breath. It gave a most realistic and
SFL-1 is of asubstantial, well-made
natural perspective to the source —
piece of equipment. The rear panel
the next best thing to being there.
carries gold RCA connections for
The only let-down was the phono
everything.
stage. At highish levels it is not as
After warming the unit up, first
quiet as the very best, but for most
impressions were of aneutral dynadomestic listening — where levels are
mic pre, driving the amps with ease,
reasonable, and you have even alittle
retaining a grip and control which
background distraction in your surallowed the music to flow through,
roundings — this will never be
but which still retained total control
noticed. On the plus side, the phono

SONIC FRONTIERS
SFL-1 £ 1295.00
MPI Electronic
UK Ltd, Wood
Lane, Manchester
M31 4BP
Tel: 061-777 8522
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over the signal side of things. No
nonsense here.
On CD input, background noise
was absent. So much so that Ieven
checked the output with a meter to
check the unit was operating. This
inky blackness really made concentration on the program material easy,
such that you felt exhausted after the
March to the Scaffold in Berlioz's
Symphonie Fantastique. Sonically, the
SFL-1 seemed very slightly warm,
like the Conrad Johnson, but otherwise was so neutral that you hardly
knew the pre was there.
On choral music (Bach Cantatas,
Rifkin) the voices were naturally
spaced, and had ahuman density to
them, which felt as if they were
singing in the church right in front of
you. Bottom end was a tad woolley
though, and Bela Fleck's Flight of the
Cosmic Hippo revealed a slight
weakening of control.
Pop and rock fared well, and even
when driven by an outboard phono
stage the SFL still managed to produce this effortless music, with
rhythm, drive, subtlety, presence, as
a matter of course. Small details of
percussion like triangle decayed with
natural resonance, and driving bass
lines supported the music above
without any misapprehension. Coloration — as far as it went — was a
slightly woolly bass, and avery slight
sweetening on first class recordings.
Compared with some pre-amps, that
makes it nearly perfect — except that,
musical as it was, it didn't have quite
that last drop of involvement to really
draw you right into the music: but
that costs a whole lot more.
SOUND DESIGN SD2
A black box — but with adifference.
Who could mistake that logo emblazoned across the only uncluttered
piece of the front panel? Despite the
black box heritage, the styling is
anything but conventional, with two
large knobs marked 'gain' on the left,
with two smaller knobs — one selecting phono ( 1or 2) tape or line, the
other smaller knob switching
between line 1, 2, 3or 4. Edge your
way past that indescribable logo and
at the far right you find three lever
switches — stereo/mono, operate/
mute and on/off. These are unusual
in that they have green LEDs set into
the end which light up when the
relevant mode is 'active'. The knobs
are similarly distinctive, with a 1
/in
4
ball-bearing set into each as the
reference marker — so you can feel
where you are.
The unit, labelled an 'integrated
pre-amplifier', is remarkably heavy,
and sports an overkill mains lead —
more like three-phase cable than
domestic flex. The rear panel carries
the usual clutch of input RCA pho-
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nos, all gold plated, and labelled as
per the front fascia, but including an
output set to the power amp.
After powering up, CD was
selected first to see how things were.
Immediately a powerful and deep
bass became noticeable. Much more
so than with the other designs. It
wasn't muddled, woolly or indistinct,
but you had no doubt it was there!
And compared with other pre- amps,
the sound quality was a little compressed. No doubt about the dynamics, or clarity, but there was a
suspicion of coinpression — just as if
the roof was afraction too low. Not
that you'd hit your head on it, but
you were aware of it all the same.
Presentation was lively, articulate
and remarkably refined, bearing in
mind the comments above. On
lighter material — Strauss Waltzes,
the whole thing bounced along
merrily, supported by this rock solid
bass line. With one of these on board
the Titanic would never have sunk,
besides which the rescue crews would
never have missed the logo . . .
However, there is good to report
too. On CD this pre-amp gave string
quartet music such a presence you
could reach out and touch the instruments. Solo song fared well, too,
especially the lower voices — bass and
baritone, and despite the power of
the lower end, piano and voice didn't

clash and become muddled as we
expected. However, the power of the
bass did tend to reinforce any chestiness on the part of the performer.
Jazz came across well, especially a
small three-piece combo, and older
recordings fared particularly well
here. Modern 'pressings' suffered
that same mild compression, which
was a pity as in this instance it
seemed to restrict the flow of the
music and lessen enjoyment a bit.
On rock and pop the pre had an
edge, especially with those who prefer a heavy driving beat to complement the other simultaneous musical
happenings. On modern dance and
rap the pre excelled — as long as there
wasn't too much of a change in
dynamic levels. For loud steady-state
music it is very hard to equal, and
will put many dedicated transistor
pre's to shame. Its verve and rhythm
were spot on. It seemed to revel in
multi-tracked recordings.
The only niggle in operation was
that none of us could get to grips with
the two gain knobs — one for each
channel. Somehow you could never
be quite sure whether each speaker
was playing at the same loudness,
and we ended up constantly edging
them this way and that, never being
really happy. It seems the 'volume
and balance' set-up worked best for
us — but you may feel differently.

On CD this
pre-amp gave
string quartet
music such a
presence, you
could reach
out and
touch the
instruments

SOUND DESIGN
SD2
£350.00
Sound Design
Studios, Colroy
House, 174
Newhampton
Road West,
Wolverhampton
WV6 ORD
Tel: 0902 751307
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LAMULOS
CLASSICS

RINGMAT
FOR RECORD LOVERS
First record support properly designed.

NEW CLASSICAL RECORD SHOP

Takes LP sound quality significat3ti.

NOW OPEN

above

IN COLCHESTER, ESSEX

current

reference

le-v4:.

• thousands of classical CDs, records and cassettes

• all classical labels represented
• high quality HI-FI accessories
• knowledgeable staff offering a quality service
• reliable ordering facilities
• new classical releases at special prices
• frequent promotions offering large savings

• voucher scheme enabling customers to by CDs,
records and cassettes at half price

CAMULOS CLASSICS
will he at the heart of classical music
in the Colchester area
49 CROUCH STREET

For more details contact:

COLCHESTER

RINGMAT DEVELOPMENTS

ESSEX CO3 3EN

PO BOX 200 BRENTWOOD
ESSEX CM15 8OG

TEL: 0206 369 310

Tel.: 0277 200 210 Fax: 0277 201 225

BRENTWOOD MUSIC CENTRE
VALVES & VINYL
LEADING VALVE AMPLIFIERS
Esoteric Audio Research; Audio Innovations; Beard; Lumley. Also Luxman valve hybrids.
LEADING TURNTABLES
The new DNM ` Rota'; Pink Triangle Products; Alphason ` Sonata'; plus Manticore;
Thorens; Systemdek; Revolver; Dual.
LEADING CLASSICAL RECORD SHOP
Some vinyl still in stock.
LEADING TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES
Ringmat; cartridges; styli; cleaning materials; etc. . .
SEPARATE LISTENING ROOMS : HOME DEMONSTRATIONS : HOME INSTALLATIONS :
EVENING APPOINTMENTS (HIGH END) : HOME TRIALS : AFTER SALES SERVICE: TURNTABLE SET-UPS:
SYSTEM PROBLEM DIAGNOSIS:
Our design work gives us unparalleled experience in providing the best sound quality

FOR SIMPLY THE BEST PRODUCTS : THE BEST ADVICE : THE BEST CHOICE
2 INGRAVE ROAD- BRENTWOOD- ESSEX
TEL: 0277 221210
corner of Brentwood High Street and Ingrave Road ( A128)
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Phono performance was good, very
quiet, and seemed more dynamic and
alive than the CD input. There
wasn't the same feeling of compression, and the bass weight seemed to
have shed afew pounds, restoring it
to more reasonable levels.
In fact the phono stage was a lot
more open than the CD, and provided more engaging and musical
performance. Presentation of both
CD and LP was mid-ground, neither
forward nor too laid back. Overall,
though, somehow the pre-amp didn't
grab our attention despite the wide
range of programme material and
partnering equipment.
TUBE TECHNOLOGY PROPHET
A two- box affair, attractively styled
in black and gold, with brass domed
nuts holding the front panels in place
and chrome inset panels on the front.
A single on-off switch graces the
power supply, with a tell-tale LED
for each of the HT and LT supply
functions. The pre-amp proper has
three chrome knobs — input select,
volume and balance. To the rear are
connections (gold plated RCA phonos) for phono, CD, tuner, aux, tape
in and out, and aseparate DC in for
other power supply configurations.
There's also athree-pin socket on the
back of each which takes the power
supply to the pre-amp from the
supply itself — ashort umbilical cord
which can be supplied in varying
lengths on request.
Powering up lights the two LEDs
and inside the top grille you can see
the tubes a-glow. Loading Oscar
Peterson's We Get Requests into the
player, we sat back and waited.
Disappointment was not to visit us
that day. Out of the speakers grew
this three-piece jazz trio — piano, bass
and drums with unbelievable clarity,
presence and dynamism. Every last
detail was there, even down to Ray
Brown singing along to himself as he
played. Ed Thigpen on percussion
was a revelation too, each brush of
the hi-hat being just slightly different
from the previous one — areflection
of the pre's ability to resolve detail.
Changing tack to Sibelius's NightRide and Sunrise (
BIS CD- 311) made
you realise that the pre is just ashade
on the bright side. What has passed
for detail on the jazz now showed up
as aslight upper brightness, particularly on upper strings where any
harshness in the recording was lifted
from the acceptable into the realm of
noticeable. Admittedly, most of the
time it was barely there, but with a
particularly clear recording — Dave
Grusin's Migration album or Carol
Kidd's Carol Kidd — it could begin to
dominate. However, on less incisive
programme material the pre really
shone. Choral, piano, and jazz
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW: VALVE & VINYL 1993

proved ideal listening fodder on the
whole. Orchestral music — especially
with alot of upper strings — became a
bit wearing after a while.
Turning to the phono input, the
treble emphasis seemed to have been
softened, giving an overall musical
and involving presentation. This was
the most beguiling pre-amp in its
phono stage. It was quite some hours
later that we agreed we'd been
seduced by its way of making music.
Although not entirely neutral, the
Prophet gave pretty convincing
results on most material, having a
wealth of low level detail. Good,
deep, clear bottom end and a sweet
midrange were matched in some instances by the others, but combined
with its musical presentation it just
about got top spot for phono.
CONCLUSION
Despite the wide price range of these
pre-amps the results were not at all
what I expected to hear. Although
each imparts its own sonic character
on the music, none is unacceptable.
At worst the Audio Innovations L2 is
avery good pre-amp. The criticisms
levelled against it are so marginal,
and are only evident after many
hours of extended listening. Taken as
it is it will do justice to ahigh quality
system with no fear of disgracing
itself. Similarly the Tube Technology

Prophet is good — and the slight
brightness may well be to many
people's taste. I have to say that
overall Iwotdd be happy with any of
the pre-amps looked at, and all are
extremely well engineered, both electrically and mechanically, and deliver
the goods.
Recommendation can be made of
all, but with the following reservation
— listen before you buy. Each has
undeniable attributes in anumber of
areas. It is likely that some will prefer
one over another because of preferred
music type. I, personally, would not
use the Sound Design for classical
and jazz, but for rock and pop it's a
sure winner. Do bear in mind too
that you can tweak the sound abit by
changing the tubes — Gold Aeros,
Golden Dragons and Groove Tubes
all sound different — try them and
see. But one thing Iwill guarantee is
that having heard any of these pieces
of kit, you'll wonder how you ever
coped with a transistor pre-/power
combination up to now.
The listening panel came to one
conclusion: all were good enough to
recommend, and there was no real
preference. (They all enjoy different
types of music.) For me, the Conrad
Johnson made music to my ears, and
I can't believe Art Audio make
money selling product for as little as
£600.
Chris Beeching

Out of the
speakers grew
this threepiece jazz trio
— piano, bass
and drums —
with
unbelievable
clarity,
presence and
dynamism.
Every last
detail was
there, even
down to Ray
Brown singing
along to
himself as he
played

TUBE
TECHNOLOGY
PROPHET
£1310.00
Hasch Farm,
Chertsey Road,
Addlestone, Surrey
KT15 2EH
Tel: 0932 850361
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integrated answers
It's not as if
there
haven't been
any
integrated
tube amps
since the
golden days
of the
17.5W/ch
Dynaco, the
Rogers'
Cadet and
the like.
Audio
Innovations
makes ' em,
EAR has just
introduced
one, Unison
Research
will sell you
one for the
same price
as awell
equipped
BMW, ad
infinitum
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I

sthere something in the water?
Or is there really auniversal hifi subconsciousness which leads
wholly disparate companies to release similar products within weeks
or months of each other? More likely, though, is a commercial reality:
the AMC3030 integrated tube amplifier is a runaway hit, which suggests that there really is amarket for
entry level tube products. Which
I've been saying for years, but who
ever listens? Amusingly, the doyen
of cheap tube gear, Croft, is among
the donors, and to them Isay ' Itold
you so'. Like three years ago. But
enough carping. Better late than
never, Iguess.
It's not as if there haven't been any
integrated tube amps since the golden days of the 17.5W/chi Dynaco,
the Rogers' Cadet and the like. Audio Innovations makes 'em, EAR has
just introduced one, Unison Research will sell you one for the same
price as a well equipped BMW, ad
infinitum. What the AMC brought
back to the marketplace is the notion
of an affordable tube integrated
which you can treat like areal world,
mass-market transistor rig, aimed
quite specifically at two markets.
The most obvious of the potential
purchasers are tube wannabees who
simply cannot afford separates; the
other possible customers are the
fence-sitters who want valves but
harbour understandable fears of
going tube. AMC went all the way
and NADified the AMC3030, right
down to including a brace of fans
which cool the EL34s so well that
you'd be hard pressed to identify the
'3030 as tube driven by mere touch.
It even looks like a modern solid
state device. And all of the other new

generation tube integrates hide their
tubes from view, sort of like taking
the model badges off the boot of your
Mercedes.
Croft's offering, the Croft Integrated, is not only the least expensive
of this trio, it's also the most truly
'purist'. Indeed, it's the antithesis of
the AMC, so maybe Croft wasn't
inspired by that august unit. This is
not just an all tube design; it's hardwired throughout and dual-mono:
pure Croft. Lift the lid and you can
almost picture Glenn with his soldering iron, probably one which he
heats up on the top of an Aga cooker
or over aBunsen burner. It's arat's
nest of wiring, as funky and homebrewed as last year's scrumpy. Unfortunately, the adherence to company
policy means that it's also one of the
ugliest, shabbiest, lowest perceived
value, lowest pride of ownership
products I've seen outside of the kit
market. In other words: it's ideal for
British hi-fi lunatics. Just as long as
Glenn Croft insists on using up all the
old Letraset sheets he probably
found lying around some art college
years ago, we'll have to suffer this
Trabant like shell.
On the other hand, your £599 gets
you one hell of a tube purchase.
Eight, count ' em, eight Sovtek EL84
tubes deliver the specified 30W/ch
into loads between 4-16ohms.
They're driven by apair of ECF82s,
branded Osram, while the pre-amp
stage contains a couple of Sovtek
12AX7s. The dual-mononess extends to separate power supplies and,
yes, separate left-and-right volume
controls for maximum inconvenience. This is pure stubbornness on
Croft's part, but Isuppose it does
make some spineless, weak willed,

unconfident types feel more like real
'audiophiles'. The package includes
separate speaker terminals (rather
nice binding posts) for 4ohm loads, a
welcome purist touch. The phono
section comes as standard with the
unit (48k-ohm m-m, loaded with
100pF and with 1.5mV sensitivity),
and the Croft also accepts three line
sources plus tape. The only bit of
cost cutting which really irks me is
the lack of an on/off indicator; you
have to look through the lid to see
the tubes glowing, or try to remember whether up or down on the
toggle is on or off.
As for the ugliness, well, Croft will
sell you a stainless steel front panel
for an extra £ 100 or so, which is sort
of like wearing aHermes tie with a
de-mob suit. Not to say that the unit
is insubstantial. It weighs a healthy
201b and measures a tidy 16 x12 x
14in (wdh). Which also tells you that
good old Glenn — bless 'lin! — has yet
to go metric. (Hear, hear.)
At the other extreme is Beard's
Hybrid 50 Integrated, which is so
over-styled and deliberately Italianate that you wonder why the company doesn't simply move and
change its name to Barba. Now I
have no idea what the size of the
market is for entirely wooden-clad
hardware, but Ilove it if for no other
reason than its being different, a
refreshing break from hard, natural
metals or mourning black. And the
woodwork is drop-dead gorgeous,
the grooving and finish suggesting
some computer-operated process.
Whatever the method, the lovely
woodwork and the brass finish
knobs, button and name plate lend it
avintage air, like the cigar box Carle
amplifier from France. This is the
kind of retro Iadore, and Iwould
imagine that the unit will find favour
with non- Italians living in homes
filled with period furniture.
As the name states, it's ahybrid, a
pair of ECL86s sitting somewhere
inbetween the pre-amp and the Mosfet output section. Beard's Miguel
spoke for four minutes saying absolutely nothing that Icould comprehend about their purpose; suffice to
say that the Hybrid 50 sounds almost
as tube-like as the opposition. For
£795 (an extra £79 pays for aplug-in
phono board), you get an animal of a
2x 50-watter, a real powerhousewhich belies its delicate exterior and
445 x375 x95nun (wdh) dimensions.
Weight is 8.2kg. The front features
only avolume control, source selector (four line inputs) and tape monitor button. The back contains the
on-off switch and gold plated socketry including the earthing post and
Michell speaker terminals.
Also at the back is apush button
to choose between local and overall
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feedback. With the button pressed
in, the unit operates with 'the Mosfet
output section free from the constraints of feedback'. In the out
position, the output section returns
to the feedback loop. To be perfectly
honest, the changes were minimal,
dependent almost entirely on speaker
load or type. With nasty speakers,
ones which sounded loose or boomy
without the feedback in place,
switching it back in added atouch of
control. Small monitors sounded better without the feedback. But it's all
a matter of taste, so don't take my
instructions as gospel. (Ikinda wish
that Beard hadn't included this option, because it's yet another vague
facility to confuse nervous types.)
The interior is filled with awhacking great mother board containing all
the circuitry, the valves fitted to a
vertical daughter board, as is the
optional phono stage. In the middle
of the unit is alarge heat sink, while
the left-hand section contains apair
of over specified toroidal transformers. The mains transformer has
been uprated to 150VA for the prototype's 12£1VA to allow the unit to
cope better with nasty loads. Construction is, as always, excellent,
with tidy wiring and what should be
easy serviceability.
Somewhere inbetween is the
dearest of the three units, the Woodside ISA230. Rated at 30W/channel,
the Woodside derives it power from
two pairs of EL34s, which are just
about idling at that rate. They operate in ultra- linear push-pull Class A
mode, so you can probably play
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genealogist with this one and eventually hit the name 'Radford'. Which
is OK by me. The rest of the valve
complement consists of apair each of
12AX7s and 12AT7s, all of the tubes
and most of the circuitry mounted on
asingle long, narrow board mounted
vertically behind the fascia.
Inside, it's a mix of superb construction and wacky lateral thinking.
A large toroidal deals with the mains,
and separate output transformers
assure you that crosstalk will be low.
All of the wiring is tidy, the board
nicely made, but the source selector
rod has to he seen to be believed.
Running the depth of the unit, it has
along bolt sprouting out of the side,
acting as a bump stopper to prevent
the user from turning it too far one
way or the other. Aah, the British!
Anyway, the unit measures 430x
340 x86mm (wdh), features goldplated socketry and good multi-way
binding posts and the cleanest front
panel I've seen this year. All black
with gold lettering, which makes it
fairly universal, the Woodside control deck contains a rotary selector
for its four inputs, a rotary volume
control and
in aneat recess — the
on-off toggle switch,,a green LED
and the tape monitor toggle switch.
The price is £899 in line level only
form, as reviewed. (The optional
phono section, which was not supplied, sells for £ 100. It's a movingmagnet hybrid containing one transistor and one double triode per
channel.)
Because doing these mini survey
group reviews is time consuming and

fraught with the peril of mismatches,
Ispent two days narrowing down the
choices of ancillaries to aCD player
and speakers which mated well with
all three, the selected devices being
within the price ranges likely to be
allocated by purchasers of sub-£ 1000
integrateds. The CD player choice
was instantaneous: the God-given
Marantz CD52 Mk IISE. At £299,
it's a steal, presenting a challenge
even to £ 3000- plus machinery.
Speakers? I alternated between the
JBL.L1 (£399 per pair) at one end
and the Sonus Faber Minima Amator
(£1499 per pair) at the other, even
though the Beard would drive the
Apogee Stages. Wiring consisted of
XL0 100 Pro for both the speakers
and the interconnects.
I did, however, test the phono
sections of the Beard and the Croft
and found the Beard to be the quieter
of the two, while the Croft seemed to
have better dynamics. But, as the
Woodside was supplied sans phono, I
concentrated on the units in line
mode. Rest assured, however, that
the Beard and the Croft will
definitely please analoguists. The
amusing thing is that the Beard, with
its greater grunt, could do with the
Croft's 'wider' phono section, while
the Croft — in some ways a less
delicate performer — would sound
better with a quieter, Beard-like
phono stage.
Now the fun begins: tubes or not,
the three units have little in common
other than the way two of them
misbehave. Both the Croft and the
Woodside, when overdriven,

The Beard
never lets
you forget
that it's a
big amp
masquerading
as acompact
design
because it
throws out a
huge image, a
truly wide and
deep
soundstage
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It could kick
and punch and
attack as if it
were afar
beefier tranny
design. The
difference,
though, is a
warmth
throughout the
frequency
range, a
richness which
allows you to
overlook its
limitations
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respond in as untubelike amanner
as you can imagine, turning brittle
and grainy with an unmistakeable
sizzle at the top end. The Hybrid 50,
on the other hand, dealt with abuse
in an almost (traditionally) valvey
way by softening and turning mushy.

BEARD
As pure music amplification tools
within their job descriptions, each
has such a strong character that all
that guff above about aesthetics,
price and facilities is rendered
meaningless. The Beard, for example, is — consistently — the least likely
to be upset, it's the quietest of the
three and it has the most sheer grunt.
Despite looking like a backgammon
box at the back of an antique shop, it
likes to rock. The bottom end regardless of the feedback setting with the
speakers I used for the listening
sessions — is deep, rich and well
controlled, with ample weight for
large orchestral works ( Yo! Sousa!).
Modern, dry, synthetic bass is reproduced with greater accuracy than
through the all-tube competition,
both of which have aslightly softer
quality way down below. But the
Beard is also capable of behaving
with delicacy and decorum, so the
sound does not appear to be aggres-

sive or overwhelming.
The mid-band is clean and clear, if
less sweet than with the Croft or the
Woodside. The upside is that it has
rock solid imaging; the downside is a
lack of warmth. Iwon't go as far as to
call it 'clinical', but you do feel that
the sounds have suddenly been
scrubbed clean after hearing the
more fulsome Croft or Woodside;
many of you might prefer this, but
I'd be hard-pressed to call it more
accurate. The Beard never lets you
forget, however, that it's a big amp
masquerading as a compact design
because it throws out ahuge image, a
truly wide and deep soundstage
which allowed it to mate perfectly
with the Minima Amators. The fact
that the Amators are Italian and are
noted for their woodwork hasn't been
lost on this observer...

CROFT
The Croft? Ilove this scrappy little
sucker, even if it does look like it
should have a scatch ' n' sniff patch
producing Eau de junkyard. Despite
looking like the poor relative, it
offers a commanding performance,
especially for tube die-hards. Warm,
lush and yet relatively free of noise by
budget all-tube standards, coherent
and smooth yet detailed. It's just on

the right side of 'vintage' in its overall
capabilities. What it lacks is not
absolute power or even headroom but
atouch more control. It reminded me
of certain amps of yore (which Iwill
not name because the companies still
exist and I hate lawsuits) which
always made you feel like they were
about to go ballistic, about to turn
your room into the set of Backdraft.
Maybe it's my nervousness about the
finish, or lack thereof, because the
Croft never so much as sputtered or
farted even once. It's just got this
junkyard dog vibe to it.
Which makes it agreat rock 'n' roll
amplifier. Through the JBLs, it
could kick and punch and attack as if
it were a far beefier tranny design.
The difference, though, is awarmth
throughout the frequency range, a
richness which allows you to overlook its limitations. And they are not
legion. Aside from sounding like
broken glass if overdriven — something you'll avoid simply by choosing
the right speakers — and running out
of steam when faced with thunderous
percussion (not rock drumming, but
marching bands or kettle drums), it's
one musical sucker. Iwould gladly
pay an extra £200 if Croft put it into
better assembly and aesthetics. If
you're strapped for cash, look no
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further. This one's abargain in the
t
reme.
WOODSIDE
rien there's the Woodside, in many
ways the most commercial and professional of the trio. Aside from that
daft selector rod, the unit itself is
hard to fault. (Do, however, check
that the huge toroidal hasn't loosened
or shifted during shipping.) Almost
as subjectively powerful sounding as
the Beard, it can just about cope with
loads hungrier than the two Iselected
for this review. But unlike the Beard,
there's never asuggestion of anything
other than valve power, despite the
aforementioned break-up rather than
slow down when the unit is pushed
to its limits.
Astral tidiness, too, is smack in the
middle. Less analytical than the
Beard but far better behaved than the
Croft, the Woodside is one of the best
'modern' sounding all-tube integrateds I've heard. The modernity,
though, is strictly in its functionality.
You can, ventilation aside, treat this
like a circa 1993 transistor amp in
every respect bar using it for sub4olun loads. It's quiet enough, too, to
suggest superlative tube selection or
matching, and I've no doubt that the
NEWS & Fr.00FtD REVIEW: VALVE & VINYL 1993

level of construction helped here.
Where the Woodside shines most,
though, is in the midband. Iswear, if
Ihadn't known what Iwas using you
could have told me that the Minimas
had been bi-wired with a mint but
hot-rodded Radford STA- IS. Only
the cleaner top-end and the odd
clipping behaviour betrayed the newness. The soundstage was slightly
smaller than that of the Beard but on
apart with the Croft; iust wide and
deep and '3D' enough to let you
know that Water Lily uses aBlumlein array, that Sheffield Labs' Power
Of Seven CD features almost a
minyan's worth of singers, that frontto-back depth isn't afigment of the
audiophile imagination.
But there was one area where the
Woodside emerged as achampion: it
reproduced vocals with anatural easy
grace the other two couldn't match.
Using BB King's heart stopping take
of ' Don't Get Around Mtmh Anymore' (if you're loaded buy the BB
King box set on MCA; if you're not,
consider the Ace compilation CDCH
376). Icould hear every little sound —
from the throat, lips, teeth, tongue —
as part of acohesive whole. Through
the Minimas, it was in the room and
in your face. And this is what hi-fi is

all about: convincing you that you're
witnessing a live performance.
CONCLUSION
That's enough to tip me toward the
Woodside, especially when you add
to it the clean, almost Bauhaus styling, the no-nonsense facilities, the
sense of solidity. Then again, the
Croft has acharm all its own, strengthened in the shops by an embarras singly low price tag. And the Beard?
That cabinet is almost enough to
make me want it, coupled to its shee:practicality.
Fear not. You won't have any
problem deciding which way to go if
atube integrated is what you require.
Me? I'm partial to the Woodside, but
Ialso love that Italian carpentry and
I'm inet crazy enough to be intrigued
by Croft's Mad Max attitude.
Ken Kessler
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t's not every day that someone
walks in with a new Western
electric 300B-based amplifier,
let alone apair of pure triode monoblocks. Yet that's what the Silver
Nights are. Two 300Bs, each standing proudly above the relatively low
slung chassis with abright brass plate
finish which needs regular applications of polish to keep it looking
good. In fact, good is an understatement — spectacular would be better.
The amps were designed by Erik
Andersen and the looks and finish
the brainchild of David Chessel. The
design itself is a no-feedback one
producing 18W pure Class A power,
and the two of them make a real
eye-catching pair.
Renowned for its openness and
high sound quality, the 300Bs really
make these amps, and Iwas only too
keen to hear what they could do.
The front panel has an on/off
switch and a variable gain control,
allowing you to bypass a pre-amp
completely and run, say, aCD player
straight into the input socket. Made
in mirror image pairs, the amps can
sit either with the gain knobs adjacent to one another, or the on/off
switches closer together.
At the rear is a single gold RCA
phono for signal in, and an IEC
mains socket for the usual 240V
supply. There is also one black 4nun
speaker connector for the negative
speaker cable, and achoice of three
red (positive) ones corresponding to
2, 4, 8 or 16olun speaker loading.
Having switched the amps on and left

them to warm up for a couple of
hours, we began our listening.
Eighteen watts may not sound very
much, but when you realise that,
even with difficult loads, it will drive
most speakers (either box or panels)
you'll wonder why you ever needed
more. The first sounds were, disappointingly of aClassic FM full of
hiss, birdies and fading. Who left the
tuner plugged in? Turning to CD,
Periaha's rendition of Chopin's
Second Piano Concerto gave amere
hint of some of the joys to come. The
recording is alive one and you really
feel you're part of the audience. The
recorded ambience is wonderful, the
orchestra's apparent size and placing
as lifelike as you could hope for, and
the air of anticipation in the quiet
passages almost breathtaking.
There is a naturalness about the
presentation which, as the hackneyed
saying goes, meant I tried record
after record to hear what they really
sounded like. The closeness to realism was uncanny. Given good recordings, the amps would go straight to
the heart of the music and present it
just as if you were there. Live or
spontaneous recordings fared best,
revealing more of the recorded
environment than the studio productions, and the iniking techniques
could be easily discerned. Multimiking gave a far less satisfactory
soundstage presentation than simple
miking from acrossed pair, for instance. This was most noticeable in
large scale works such as Delius'
Mass of Life, with a large double

choir and very full orchestra (EMI
EAC-80401-21). Even at full tilt the
amps retained control, keeping afirm
hand on deep bass, giving the soloists
their natural presence and yet still
allowing the, at times, very subtle
low-level tone colours to shine
though. All the detail is there; it's not
thrown at you, it's simply there.
Smaller ensembles work well, too:
Rifkin's Bach Cantatas coming across
as if the singers were in the room
with you, except that it sounds like a
larger acoustic. Each singer can be
precisely located, and has a realistic
density as if you could reach out and
touch them. Each individual contrapuntal line comes winging its way
through, clear, uncluttered and
unhurried especially on Jauchzet
Gott in alien Landen. It was so easy
to pick out apart at atime and sing
along with it. The authentic instruments used in the recordings also had
presence and weight, facets often
lacking as many criticise the timbres
as being too thin or insubstantial.
When did they last go to a live
concert? Or, next best thing, listen to
a pair of these Silver Nights?
Moving to material a little more
modern, Count Basie plays a good
tune, and so does Louis Armstrong.
'Jump for Joy' has awealth of sudden
brassy outbursts; it's now you realise
just how fast these babies are. Speed
— well, for not alot of LSD (though
it's L&P now) you can get as high as
akite on the speed these pump out.
They're so fast they'll leave most
other amps standing at the starting
line. Sudden transients are child's
play. Climaxes or loud musical outbursts (ask Stravinsky about his Rite
of Spring) are presented with the amp
idling along at walking pace, yet all
the drive, the openness, the sudden
immense rush of sound is portrayed
with not a fluster. Not a murmer.
Not a micro-second's hesitation.
Even after comparison with well
known high-end transistor amps, the
Silver Nights will leave most of the
competition for dead.
Criticism is usually levelled at
valve amps for having no bottom
end. Well, these will dispell that
myth right from the start. Christopher Herrick's 'Organ Fireworks'
will soon show you what these amps
are capable of down below. Even the
lowest pedal notes were reproduced
with a weight and authority which
most tranny amps will envy. The
only problem was that my room
wasn't big enough for the lowest
notes, and room buzzes got in the
way. Put on some Bela Fleck, and a
true 28Hz bass note will emanate
from the speakers, if they'll go that
low, with terrifying effortlessness.
Not just the note, but all its weight
and power, too. These amps have
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bottom end wellie, not grunt. They
don't grunt. It's a pure, true representation of the recorded note. With
low double bass you could almost
watch the low string vibrate back and
forth as the music plays.
The two areas left are the treble
and midrange. What can Isay? The
midrange, traditionally the valve
amp's stamping ground, was so sweet
and pure, so lifelike, so easy and
natural you'd be hard pressed to tell
whether it was someone singing in
the room, or a recording. Suzanne
Vega acquired lifelike realism, as did
Mary Black. Simple guitar accompaniments were blessed with an
unobtrusive importance all their
own. You could tell when a string
was fully plucked, stroked, or lightly
strummed, as well as hearing the left
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hand's fingers moving over the frets
and changing the timbre between
,
open strings and stopped.
And the treble: open, clear,
detailed and smooth. Listen to
triangle decay. It doesn't change its
sound as the ring fades. You can hear
the different harmonics come to the
fore. So it was with the Silver Nights.
They gave everything anatural perspective, anatural rhythm of its own.
Piano notes and complex chords were
clear from bottom to nap. Hi-hat and
cymbal were discernible as completely different instruments. You
could even tell when the drummer
didn't stroke the hi- hat with the
brush in the same place, it was that
detailed. But not thrown at you, just
there if you want it.
And what about 18 watts? It won't

go loud? You'd be wrong. It will
drive apair of Quad ELSs to breaking point. It'll do the same to ESL
63s too, not to mention some of the
larger Missions and KEFs, so don't
let the ' 18 watts' tag fool you.
CONCLUSION
Not an amp for the faint-hearted, it
has an imposing physical presence,
and a totally neutral, musical one.
Since I've had them for review
they've hardly been off — except
during sleeping hours — and l'un
dreading having to hand them back.
For a Western Electric 300B-based
amp, and running in at £ 1995 apair,
they've got to be one of the best, if
not the best buy arouund. Go and
have a listen. You won't be disappointed.
Chris Beeching
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MORE
quad mods

Even if you
have already
done some
modernising,
'stage two'
mods bring
further
benefits
from apair
of Quad Ils

ollowing on from the first
rebuild of a pair of Quad II
tube amplifiers, there was a
huge amount of feedback from readers interested in carrying out similar
mods to their own amps; more particularly, in what might result if the
rebuilds were carried out, at the same
time upgrading the components to
high quality ones, and also re-routing
the internal wiring for improved
results.
At the time of the H's conception,
the effects of crosstalk and 'interference' from adjacent cables carrying
variously HT, heater supply and
signal voltages, were not as readily
and widely understood as today.
Combined with the strictures of
manufacture, ease of assembly and
internal neatness, the original design
was, for its time, among the best.
Today, however, when these — and
other similar — effects can be
'designed out' at the drawing board
stage, it is small wonder that the
Quad, in its original form, is felt to
fall some way behind its modern
competitors. All is not lost, and for
those for whom wielding asoldering
iron holds no fears, and high
voltages inspire respect, not
awe, the following may be the
start of auseful guide to bring
avery competent design right
up to date with asound quality
to at least match the best
modern tube amps, if the
esoteric high-end ones are out
of reach.
One word of warning: if you

are not experienced in the black art of
amplifiers, valves and voltages, DO
NOT attempt this — one wire out of
place, or one short circuit connection
and your once precious valve amps
could become a large repair bill.
However, for a competent repairer
this rebuild will be a fairly simple
job, taking perhaps three hours from
start to finish.
The original rebuild, you may
remember [
HFNIRR Sept '92], used
easily available components from
Tandy, and an average electrical
repair shop would be able to provide
components of acomparable quality
for a similar outlay. However, by
improving the quality of the components and the internal wiring, significant improvements in sound quality
and other benefits can be achieved.
Two companies offer quality parts
for amplifier rebuilds: Russ Andrews
in Cumbria and Peter Qvortrup of
Audio Note UK in Sussex. Each
supplies very different components
in pursuit of audio excellence, and
take different routes to achieve it.
They provided components for this
review, and complete sets were built
up using components from each.
Similarly, there are two suppliers of
valves — unless you happen to know
where there are enough original MO
or Mullard valves not to need modern ones — being Golden Dragon, and
Groove Tubes. Again, both companies kindly supplied sets of valves
for evaluation.
Starting with the internals, note all
connections on adrawing so that on
reassembly you can cut cable to
length and solder it directly into
place. Similarly with resistors, note
their position and value, and with the
capacitors, their location, connections and polarity (which way the +
or — goes). Having done this and
checked it, strip out all the internals
including the three big octal valve
bases. To keep reassembly simple, I
have retained the resistor board,
although with abit of ingenuity this
too can be discarded. Very carefully
unsolder the resistors from their
tags, noting carefully where the
actual connections are, and how the
resistors' leads are bent to the various
tags. It's perhaps better to rebuild
one of these boards leaving the one
from the other amp untouched for
reference just in case of any doubt.
Clean each tag carefully, removing
as much of the old solder as possible
— preferably all — before reassembly.
The best electrical joints are strong,
tight mechanical ones, but this is not
always possible, so use the highest
quality silver-based solder, and as
solder is not the world's best conductor, as little of it as possible. Ifind
that if the resistor's leads are 'hooked
round' at their ends, they pass
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through the holes on the tags and
The second pair, on audition,
stay tightly in position on their own
sounded less detailed and veiled, so
— which makes soldering easier, and
it will be worth ensuring common
also gives the joint some mechanical
polarity for all heater connections.
strength and integrity. Hold the lead
Similarly with the capacitors
with apair of heat-conducting metal
across the KT66s: keep the length of
long- nosed or electrical pliers
the leads on each short, and equal if
between the component and the solpossible. The only lead which beat
dered joint during soldering to preme was that from the mains smoovent the heat from damaging the
thing cap to the KT66 — the shortest
component itself.
Icould get it was 31
2 in; the longest
/
One of the more important sets of lead in the rebuild!
For output connections the
connections on the resistor boards is
that to the valve bases — which
Michell binding post connectors are
should be replaced with the highest
very good — make sure you insulate
quality ceramic type with gold plated
the positive from the chassis and, if
contacts. Make sure these connecyou can, make that connection a
tions are good and tight.
mechanical one first and foremost,
A little metalwork is now required
using as little solder to hold it
to give most returns with minimum
together as it will take [but take care
work. If you have metalworking
to avoid dry joints — Ed].
skills, at the mains transformer end
Lastly, Russ Andrews advocates
of the chassis file or recut the square
Ansar caps, and has a customised
hole which took the voltage selector
electrolytic pair in one can for the
to accommodate a 3-pin IEC mains
mains ( though if you don't want its
socket. You will also need to drill
supplied screw fixing protruding
two small holes to take the fixing
through the side of the chassis you'll
screws, and wire up the live — via the
have to cut it off and use apair of Zip
fuse — and the neutral directly to the
ties to hold the can securely in
transformer. You're unlikely to
position inside the chassis) and a
move out of the UK's 240V supply,
nice, though large cap across the
so why bother sending the supply
choke which improves the headround the chassis and then through a room, and which makes the sound
voltage selector strip? If you're not so
more relaxed and effortless. Peter
handy with the metalwork, an IEC
Qvortrup advocates paper-in-oil caps
socket will fit in the aperture which
and high quality resistors in his parts
usually holds the 6-pin connector,
list, which also give good results.
but then you'll have to run apiece of
cable the length of the chassis to the
SOUND QUALITY
mains transformer as shown in the
After the original rebuild, I was
photo. If you leave the amp unsurprised at how good the amps
earthed you may reduce the possibilsounded, particularly with regard to
ity of an earth hum loop. However,
their dynamic capabilities and their
you can always 'earth' the amp later
open yet unfatiguing and detailed
if necessary.
sound. This rebuild took that
The other piece of engineering
improvement another stage forward.
which makes ahuge sonic difference
Peter Qvortrup's rebuild was
and improvement is either to drill a auditioned first (with Golden Drasmall hole in the other end of the
gons), after a24-hour period warmchassis from the mains transformer
up, running into apair of the original
to accommodate a 'gold' phono
Quad electrostatics. Immediately
socket for the signal in connection or
there was punch and subtlety to the
to open out one of the screw holes
sound. Hitherto deep soundstages
from the 6-pin socket for the same
sounded deeper, and detail was
purpose. When rewiring the remainrevealed which had been inaudible
der, use the highest quality wire —
before. Comparing them directly
silver if possible — and keep cable
with the original rebuild, there was
runs as short and direct as possible.
'more of everything', but interestIn particular, keep the signal leads
ingly they were still unfatiguing.
really short, and be sure to observe
Bass was deep; a little woolly when
any directionality in the cable. Russ ,compared with agood high-end tranAndrews' Kimber cable is directional
sistor amp, and a little less precise
and, if used the wrong way round,
than a high-end valve amp, but
will sound blurred compared with its
considering the amp's pedigree, its
recommended direction.
performance belied its heritage. Here
One surprise I found was in the
was a Quad which had none of the
heater supply wiring. For neatness I oft-mentioned 'Quad failings', yet
twisted the two wires together, but
which had the strengths that were so
ensured on one pair of amps that
praised by everyone who loves them
they were connected identically at
— their listenability, comfort, unfatieach valve. On another pair Iwas not
guing presentation, but now allied to
so diligent, the polarity of the heaters
startling dynamics, and an inkyon pairs of valves being reversed.
black quiet to rival the very best.
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Changing the valves to Groove
Tubes made some interesting differences — not at all what was expected.
The bass went deeper, apparently,
than the Dragons, but seemed to
have a little less weight. There was
The amp felt as
certainly more punch to pop and
if it had left its
rock, but dynamics on classical and
1950s'
jazz didn't seem quite as sharply
technological
defined. The biggest surprise,
boundaries
though, was the soundstage. It
behind and
changed shape. While there was no
was now totally
difference in the perceived height of
unresticted in
an aural image, the GT soundstage
its ability to
grew less deep — not by much — but
make music
substantially wider. There was more
space in the recording environment,
and during listening the entire acoustic seemed much larger. The relaxed,
laid-back presentation of the Quad
stayed intact though.
Turning to the Russ Andrews
(Golden Dragoned) rebuild, different results were again obtained. The >3n
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We have the best in valves e.g. AUDIO RESEARCH,
AUDIO INNOVATIONS, TUBE TECHNOLOGY 'UNISYS',
and the best in solid state — NAIM, EXPOSURE, KRELL,
MICHEL, CHORD. Similarly in 'Record Decks' and CD
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We have the best.

We have one of the most comprehensive yet
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art of music
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HI-FI EQUIPMENT
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WE LOVE LISTENING TO VALVES 8t VINYL BECAUSE
THEY SOUND SO MUCH MORE MUSICAL THAN SOLID
STATE & CD
WE INVITE THE DISCERNING MUSIC LOVER TO AUDITION
SOME OF THE MOST OUTSTANDING PRODUCTS
AVAILABLE
LUMLEY REFERENCE, CONVERGENT AUDIO
TECHNOLOGY, BASIS, TRANS FIGURATION, GRAHAM,

•
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London's Specialist
Record Shop
Classical, traditional, contemporary, films, shows.
Latest releases, extensive hack catalogue of CDs.
Unique mail order offer. All CDs sent post free.
Over 30,000 LPs ( Europe's largest stock).
Want lists welcomed. Special tinders service.
Collections ( LPs + CDs) purchased for cash.
Access/Visa preferred for mail order.
Friendly service, true expertise.

•

•
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•

2GREAT MARLBOROUGH ST.
LONDON WI V IDE
TEL: ( 071) 437 1576
Fax : ( 071) 287 0377

FINE RECORDS
OF HOVE
Are always interested in buying and selling
desirable classical records from 1948 to 1978,
individual items or whole collections purchased.
Please phone:
(0273) 723345 9.15 to 5.45 anyday or
(0273) 206767 evenings or Fax ( 0273) 748 717.
Or write to:

FEEDING DIAMOND ACOUSTICS SPEAKERS AND REL
ACOUSTICS SUB-WOOFEFS

Fine Records, 32 George Street, Hove BN3 3YB.

TEL: 0566 86649 FOR A DEMONSTRATION

Fine Records is run by Collectors For Collectors
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TEL: 081 304 4622
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HAROLD MOORES RECORDS

MOLE JAZZ
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ENGLAND
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FAX: 071-833 1029

MOLE JAZZ KEEPS THE LARGEST SELECTION OF JAZZ IN
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adjusted. The first valve having been
set, turn the rotary knob one notch
and check the next valve, till all four
have been set.
First impressions were of an amp
with huge amounts of power in
reserve. At first Ithought this would
become tiring but, after several
hours, then days of listening, the
power became anatural reservoir out
of which the music flowed. When a
climax demanded power, the amp
supplied it. Dynamics were so dynamic, leaving many other amps gasping in their wake. But let's start at
the beginning.

LUMLEY 120
monobloc
Perhaps
these airips
should come
with a
warring
which you
could post
through
your
neighbour's
letter box
informing
them of the
dynamic
range you
were about
to
experience

I

t's well known that valve amps
can weigh in at ahefty few kilos.
Even the output-transformer-less
variety demand a certain macho
capability when it comes to shifting
them around. The Ltunleys are no
exception. Ididn't weigh them, but
they sure are heavy, and both transformers are located along the rear of
the chassis together with two huge
capacitors which makes moving
them quite an adventure.
Sporting six valves on the front
half of the chassis top-plate (4x
6550A, lx Ea:83, and 1xECC82),
they immediately attract attention
wherever in the room they're put.
The chassis on the review model was
black chrome, but other finishes will
be available soon.
On the front panel are two switches — one a 'stand-by' position which
is switched on first when the unit is
to be used. This powers up the amp,
but leaves the HT donnant. After
allowing some 10 minutes for the
circuits and voltages to stabilise, the
second switch is turned on which
brings the amp to life. Switching off
is the same procedure in reverse.
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The rear panel carries six speaker
output sockets — from the Michell
stable. They comprise two negative,
two 4-ohm and two 8ohm positive.
This allows bi-wiring with ease, and
simple accommodation of different
speaker loads. There is also apair of
sockets for connecting a bias meter
for the valves, and arotary switch for
selecting the valve to be checked.
Input is via a single RCA gold
phono, and mains is plugged in
through a standard IEC socket.
Supplied with the units come two
spare output valves, and one each of
each driver valve, as well as ameter
for checking the output valve bias
and aset of spikes/cones for mounting the amps on.
Checking valve bias is very easy.
Switch on the amp to full operating
mode, plug in the meter on the rear
panel and use the rotary knob to
select each valve in turn. The meter
has a convenient green line scribed
on the meter scale which is the
maximum to which each valve
should be set. Using ascrewdriver to
turn the adjuster located next to each
valve base, the bias can be simply

SOUND QUALITY
Imposing in looks, I'd expected the
sound to be the same. And it was —
and it wasn't. These amps are quick.
Not the quickest around, but quick.
The best analogy Ican muster is to
say that if the amps are like Geoff
Capes, then he'd always be just a
yard behind the Roadrunner. For an
amp with the apparant size and
weight of the Lumleys, that's going
some. On top of that they were agile,
too. They'd keep their feet all the
way through some fast Gordon Giltrap, cock asnook at Phil Collins and
leave Ray Brown for dead. Fast tiffs
were taken with ease, and difficult,
complicated runs were presented
with alarming simplicity. You could
hear every note no matter how small
or quick.
Transient performance was a revelation too. Listening to orchestral
music, you could hear how long it
took for atriangle ring to decay, how
long it actually lasted. Cymbals, tambourine, tubular bells — all had their
own distinctive timbre, and it was
easy to hear when one of them was
slightly mishit, or when two successive strikes were not the same. Extended hi-hat passages revealed this
clearly, and you could hear the
changes in tone towards the centre of
the instrument as opposed to the
outer edges. But, refreshingly, this
detail and clarity wasn't thrown at
you. It just came through as part of
the music; there for picking out if
you so choose, relegated to the background if you prefer it that way. It
was natural, just like live music. You
could focus in on it if it was important to you, or pass it by if not.
Dynamics were hugely wide. With
such low background noise, quiet
passages seemed quieter than usual,
and the power of the amp effortlessly
transported the music to high levels
when required. Don't get the impression it was overloud. It wasn't.
It was as loud as you'd expect alive
performance to be. Perhaps these
amps should come with a warning
which you could post through your
neighbour's letterbox informing
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The amount of
detail which
they revealed
was (Elite
staggering,
leaving
listeners able
to latch on to
one voice in a
polycboral
texture and
follow the part
right through

them of the dynamic range you were
about to experience. The only limiting factor will be the ability of your
speakers to cope with the extraordinary loudness range. With sensitive
speakers the effect is even more
noticeable, but conversely Ican't see
the point of using power hungry
loads with these amps. Whilst they'll
drive them they revel in sensitive,
open, articulate designs which show
clearly how musical music can be.
Grip. Not an attribute often
praised, but in this case worthy of
more than a passing mention. The
120s have a vice-like grip over the
speakers. Not an unwieldy or unforgiving one, but one which allows the
amps to show what they're made of,
and the speakers to shine too. Because the amps have so much control
it was possible to get far greater
depths out of small boxes. Organ
music acquired areal deep presence,
with the low pedal ranks coming
through with more weight and definition than was usuaL Even my
lowly ELSs gained what seemed like
another octave at the bottom end.
Puzzled? You could have
knocked me over with afeather.
There on the lightbox were transparencies of the amp Iwas waiting to review — whaaa? Turns out
that the reveiw has been handed
over to CB without my knowledge. I'd had the piece and
didn't like it. Iwas told by John
Jeffries that Iwas hearing things
which he wasn't. Iwas later told
by Ji that Ihad aduff sample; it
was damaged when Ishut it off —
blown resistor and a wonky
valve. This info came to me sans
apology even though Iwas right
about the sound all along. Iwas
also told that aproper production
sample would be forthcoming,
having agreed to start over with a
clean slate. It new appears that I
let this distributor waste two of
my working days, plus 30 or 40
hours of my listening time and he
hands it over to another reviewer.
What could Reference Imports be
afraid of?
Ken Kessler
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Perhaps they did — I haven't the
equipment to measure it — but it felt
and sounded as if the amp had taken
the speakers by the hand and led
them through each vibration one at a
time to get it right. The speakers
showed no signs of distress at this
treatment either, which suggests that
the amp was doing most of the work.
Sound quality was good, too, adding
an extra dimension in terms of realism and solidity.
And now to the midrange. Known
to be good in valve amps, the 120s
really sang. With choral and vocal
performances the presence and midrange sweetness was clear, slightly on
the warm side of neutral, and very
open. It was detailed, smooth; incisive when necessary, laid back when
not. Coloration was very low indeed,
and whilst not as sweet as agood hiend triode design, perhaps, nevertheless it came through effortlessly.
Having pulled the sorties apart,
how did they fare when it came to
listening to real music? Despite my
original misgivings over the amount
of grip they have, and the huge
amounts of power available, the
amps were very revealing, easy to
listen to and quite musical. The
amount of detail which they revealed
was quite staggering, leaving listeners able to latch on to one voice in a
polychoral texture and follow the
part right through. It was quite a
simple matter to follow single instruments in ensemble playing and even
keep track of a singer as he moved
about between two mics.
The most surprising thing was that
soundstage dimensions seemed just
right, whether the ambient acoustic
of a cathedral or the more intimate
environment of a recording studio.
String quartets came across with the
same amount of 'rightness' as orchestras, and similar comments were
applicable to pop and rock, whether
live recordings or studio sessions. In
fact, the advantage of having so
much power in reserve was that the
amp never struggled to portray exactly what the source was, whether
loud or soft, expansive or small scale.
Soundstage dimensions were good
too. Not just in their aural presentation, but in the degree of space. With
a jazz ensemble you knew where to
walk between the players. You could
join the trumpet players in the back
row for a pint during one of their
long, note free sections in aMozart
opera. You could stand centre- stage
where Suzanne Vega was and mime
the words. If you were female you
might even get away with it. The
depth, width and height of the presentation seemed right, and the volume of the music within it reflected
this. The presentation was neither
laid back, nor forward. It came

through exactly as it was recorded.
Assuming high-quality ancillary
equipment to match the Lumley's
£3200/pair price tag (£3350 if you
want the gold-topped version) it
would be difficult to go wrong.
At low levels there was no loss of
detail, and no lack of dynamic contrast. With lesser amps the extremes
of the frequency spectrum seem to
tail off at lower volume settings. Not
so with the Lumleys. Similarly, at
high levels there was no emphasis of
sibilance, bass or graininess. Headbangers who listen loud may well
find with these amps that there is
more going on in the music than they
had noticed before. So, too, would
the low-level listener. Isuppose it's
like driving the ultimate performance car. Potter along, and you know
that if the going gets tough you've
got power to spare. Drive it hard and
it's still an enjoyable and rewarding
experience, not at all lacking in
subtlety or finesse.
CONCLUSION
The Ltunleys offer — albeit at aprice
— superlative performance. As the
accompanying brochure suggests,
their performance is likely to be
limited by partnering equipment if
not of comparable quality. At their
best they offer insight into recordings which many would never portray. Their presentation of musical
information is enjoyable, musical
and dynamic. The range of contrasts
and timbres which the amps can
clarify is enormous and within agood
hi-end system can really transport
the listener to the recording environment.
Power, tempered with subtlety,
refinement and musicality best sum
up the amps' capabilities. However,
beware. Beware the recordings
which aren't up to par. Beware the
weakest link in your hi-fi chain. It'll
stick out like a diet in Pavarotti's
eating regime. Multi-miking fares
quite well — the amps aren't ruthless
— but on decent recordings, imaging
and soundstage presentation is superb.
Lumley suggests using their Silver
Sound interconnect at around £ 140
per lm pair, and Whisper (biwireable) speaker cable at £420 per
3m stereo pair, (plus termination).
They do, Ihave to admit, complement the nature of the 120s. For the
money, it's better to use them than
go for another, more expensive
amp.
Chris Beeching

Suppiier:
Reference International,
Pineridge, Theobalds Green, Sandy
Cross, Heathfield, East Sussex TN21
8BS. 0435 868004
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where to get

HARDWARE
VALVE AMPLIFIERS
ACOUSTIC ENERGY
3a Alexandra Road, Ealing,
London W13 ONP.
Tel: 081-840 6305
ALA UK
25 Montefiore Road, Hove,
Sussex BN3 1RD.
Tel (0273) 202637
AMC
Campus International, PO Box
496, Amersham, Bucks.
Tel: (0494) 431290
ART AUDIO
62 Vaughan Avenue, Hucknall,
Notts NG15 8BT.
Tel: (0602) 653604

F

or many the only names
in hi-fi known to them
are those of the major
players — in production number
terms. It's well known that
many cottage industries produce goods of at least as good
quality as the major manufacturers, and hi-fi is no exception.
And although their prices may
be marginally higher in some
cases, the quality of the products from the smaller makers
can sometimes beat the big
companies. Their equipment is
often hand- assembled too,
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which means there is aconstant
stream of quality controllers
right through the production —
not something you find in a
huge factory. To help you
locate the valve and vinyl gear
more easily we've compiled this
directory of suppliers and
manufacturers who will be
within most people's aspirations and price ranges, and who
are able to demonstrate hi-fi
gear. Then hear why so many
people still think valve amps
and vinyl records sound so
good!
Chris Beeching

COPLAND
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham Road, London SW20
ODE. Tel: 081-947 5047
CROFT ACOUSTICS LID
C,olroy House, 174 Newhampton
Road West, Newbridge,
Wolverhampton WV6 ORP.
Tel: (0902) 751307.
ESOTERIC AUDIO RESEARCH
Shearne Audio, PO Box 22,
Stevenage, Herts SG2 8HF.
Tel: (0438) 740953
NOTTINGHAM ANALGOUE STUDIO
128 Cordy Lane, Underwood,
Notts NG16 5FD.
Tel: (0773) 62947
LUMLEY REFERENCE
Reference International,
Pineridge, Theobalds Green,
Sandy Cross, Heathfield, East
Sussex TN21 8BS.
Tel: (0435) 868004
MUSICAL FIDELITY
15/16 Olympic Trading Estate,
Fulton Road, Wembley, Middx.
Tel: 081-900 2866
PAPWORTH
Papworth Audio Technology,
Papworth Everard, Cambridge
CB3 8RG. Tel: (0480) 830345
R0114WELL ELECTRONICS
16 Oakleigh Avenue, Great
Lever, Bolton, Lancs.
Tel: (0204) 29399

AUDIO INNOVATIONS
Audio Components Ltd, Albany
Court, Albany Road, Granby Ind
Est, Weymouth, Dorset.
Tel: (0305) 761017

SONIC FRONTIERS
MI'l Electronics Ltd, Wood
Lane, Manchester M31 4BP. '
Tel: 061-777 8522

AUDIO NOTE CO
Audio Note Co, Unit 1, Block C,
Hove Business Centre, Fonthill
Road, Hoave, BN3 6HA.
Tel: (0273) 220511

SOUND DESIGN
Sound Design Studios, Colray
House, 174 Newhampton Road
West, Wolverhampton WV6
ORP. Tel: (0902) 751307

AUDIO RESEARCH
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham Road, London,
SW20 ODE. Tel: 081-947 5047

SOUND RESEARCH
3A The Parade, Ash Road,
Dartford, Kent DA3 8HA.
Tel: (0773) 703098

BEARD AUDIO
Hailey Audio, 328 Ware Road,
Halley, Herts SG13 7PG.
Tel: (0992) 714811

TRILOGY AUDIO
72e Shooters Hill Road,
Blackheath, London 5E3 7BG.
Tel: 081-856 2499

CONCORDANT
Audiofreaks, 15 Link Way,
Ham, Surrey TW10 7QT.
Tel: 081-948 4153

TUBE TECHNOLOGY
Tube Technology, Hatch Farm,
Chertsey Road, Addlestone,
Surrey. Tel: (0932) 850361

CONRAD JOHNSON
Audiofreaks, 15 Link Way,
Ham, Surrey TW10 7QT.
Tel: 081-948 4153

WOODSIDE/RADFORD
Widgery, PO Box 105, Weston
Super Mare, Avon BS22 OGG.
Tel: (0934) 529248
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RETAILER GUIDE
DEALERS IN NEW AND/OR
SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT
AUDIO CLASSICS
8Lowe Mill Road, Hindley,
Wigan. Tel: (0942) 57525

WATTS RADIO

PINK TRIANGLE

High Street, Somerton,
Somerset. Tel: (0458) 72440

Pink Triangle Projects, 4

Missenden, Bucks HP16 OEU.
Tel: (0494) 890277

Brunswick Villas, London SES
7RR. Tel: 071-703 5498

TOWNSHDID

PROJECT
Kronos Distribution

Tints Boatyard, Timsway,
Staines, Middx.
Tel: (0784) 455044

TURNTABLE
MANUFACTURERS/
SUPPLIERS

35 Farlough Road, Newmills,
Dungannon, Northern Ireland,
BT71 4DU. Tel: (08687) 48632

VIRTUAL REALITY SYSTEMS

Tel: (0942) 897308

REGA

Tel: (0277) 227355

Lambourn, Berks.
Tel: (0488) 72267

DUAL

119 Park Street, Westcliff-OnSea, Essex, SSO 7PD.

VOYD TURNTABLES LID

Ram Products, Unit 27, Stretford
Motorway Estate, Barton Dock

Tel: (0702) 333071

Unit 20, Elin Works, Dunally
Parade, Cheltenham, Glos. GL50

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL

Road, Stretford, Manchester
M23 OHZ. Tel: 061-866 8101

REVOLVER PRODUCTS

4LS. Tel: (0242) 574528

HI-FI STUDIOS
Sunnyfield, Doncaster.

ALPHASON

Tel: (0302) 781387

Unit 2, Linstock Way, Wigan
Road, Atherton, Lanes M29 ORI.

LORICRAFT AUDIO
4Big Lane, Goose Green,

The Courtyard, 56e Shortmead
Street, Biggleswade, Beds SG18.
Tel: (0767 318437

GOLDRING

Unit 5, Bewsey Business Centre,
Bewsey Road, Warrington WAS
5JU. Tel: (0925) 571173

8Greyfriars Road, Bury St
PHOENIX AUDIO RESTORATION
91 Spalding Road, Pinchbeck,

Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh,
Kendal, Westmoreland.
Tel: (0539) 83247

Down Platform, Worthing
Station, Sussex.

109 Greystones Road, Sheffield
Sil 7BS. Tel: (0742) 667688

ROKSAN ENGINEERING
Units 21/22 Ddole Ind Est,

LINN PRODUCTS LTD

Llandrindod Wells, Powys.
Tel: (0597) 824911

WOLLATON AUDIO ( Maplenoll Ut)
134 Parkside, Wollaton, Notts
NG8 2NP. Tel: (0602) 284147

SME

VALVE SUPPLIERS

Floors Road, Waterfoot,
Eaglesham, Glasgow.
Tel: 041-644 4262

Steyning, Sussex BN44 3GY.
Tel: (0903) 814321

MICHELL
STATION SOUNDS

WILSON BDIESCH

Edmunds, Suffolk IP32 7DX.
Tel: (0284) 701101

Lincs. Tel: (0775) 722346

RUSS ANDREWS

(DNM t/ts), PO Box 383,
Brentwood, Essex, CM14 4GB.

2Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Herts.
Tel: 081-953 0771

SYSTEMDEK
Unit 34, Kyle Road, Irvine Ind

Wolverhampton WV3 7AY.
Tel: (0902) 620156

Est. Irvine, Scotland.
Tel: (0294) 72151

Tel: (0903) 239980

GROOVE TUBES
8Barn Green, Bradmore,

NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE STUDIO

PM COMPONENTS
(Golden Dragon)

TECHNICAL AND GENERAL

128 Curdy Lane, Underwood,

TIMMS

Springhead Enterprise Park,

PO Box 53, Crowborough, East

Notts NG16 5FD.

Springhead Road, Gravesend,

Sussex. Tel: (0892) 654534

Tel: (0773) 762947

Portfolio Marketing, 67 New
Road, Little Kingshill, Great

character was unchanged,
being as easy and relaxed as ever, but
here was an amplifier with incisive
bite and drive. Put on aheavy jazz or
bass tiff and the music was right
there - tactile and whole in its every
nuance. The impression was of an
amp with muscle - and it hadn't even
rolled its sleeves up yet. The openness had to be heard. In the Perahia/
Mehta recording of Chopin's First
Piano Concerto ( Sony Classical)
every bit of the acoustic could be
identified. On aStrauss Don Quixote
recording [ Boston SO, Ma/Ozawa],
the sudden reappearance of the 'full'
orchestra shatters the dreamlike
trance - the closest I've experienced
to 'being there'. The weight and
scale of the dynamics had improved
on the original beyond compare too.
The amp felt as if it had left its 1950s
technological boundaries behind and
was now totally unrestricted in its
ability to make music.
Swapping the Dragons for Groove
Tubes again produced this strange
soundstage reshaping, to a similar
extent, but the combination of
Groove Tubes and Russ Andrews'
components did not seem as happy a
marriage as with Peter Qvortrup's
components. Although the detail was
there, and the dynamics and clarity

25> sonic
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were good too, somehow that seamless symbiosis and integration was
missing. Musical satisfaction wasn't
quite as highly rated, yet, undeniably
the combination was so far ahead of
the original rebuild (Sept '92) that
the differences between this and the
GT/PQ combination were very
small, needing very high quality
ancillaries to bring them out.
CONCLUSION
Without doubt, rebuilding Quad
amps using modern quality components and paying attention to good
modern amplifier design and construction practices will produce an
amplifier capable of the highest quality sound reproduction. The limitations on the scope for rebuild are
twofold. Firstly, the quality of the
transformers and other wound components is limited by Quad's manufacturing. Compared with the very
best silver-wound equivalents they
will inevitably fall short; however, in
this design they are of more than
'good enough' quality, and will perform to the amp's highest capabilities. Secondly, the KT66s can - on
subjective grounds - be bettered by
good triode output amps (at aprice).
Both Russ Andrews and Peter
Qvortrup offer 'kits' of parts, and

Kent. Tel: (0474) 560521

include just about all you need to do
the job except time and electricity to
power the soldering iron.
Imust also thank Mike Pointer at
Station Sounds in Worthing, Jim
Badman at Watts Radio in Somerton
and Haden Boardman from Audio
Classics in Wigan for all their help
with equipment and advice.
The last word is: the pre-amp is
worth more than being relegated to a
door stop, as one feckless correspondent suggested. Rebuilding one of
these gems, bypassing the tone controls and switching internally to run
on asingle source direct, and using
high quality components as above
(including gold phonos etc) will give
you a nice, lucid, communicative
pre-amp. Add QED switch boxes to
give you tape switching and anumber of inputs plus ahead amp if you
need phono. It won't knock the
stuffing out of amodern esoteric pre,
but it'll give you a really satisfying
kick every time you turn it on.
Chris Beeching

The sonic
character of
the amp was
unchanged,
being as easy
and relaxed as
ever, but here
was an amp
with incisive
bite and drive.
Put on aheavy
jazz or bass riff
and the music
was right there
- tactile and
whole in its
every nuance

• Quad Electroacoustics can take no
responsibility for aftermarka modifications to its products, but can still cony out
normal servicing and supply spares. Quad
Electroacoustics, Huntingdon PE18
7DB. Tel: (0480) 52561
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9High Street, Swansea, West
Glamorgan. Tel: (0792)474608
58 Bristol Road, Gloucester GLI
SSD. Tel: (0452) 300046
All Audio Excellence branches
carry good stocks of LPs, both
new and second-hand. Cardiff
shop has largest selection, over
2000 on show, with more stocks
in warehouse. All shops stock
Linn Selekt range. Secondhand prices range from £ 1 to
over £30 for rarities. Open
TuesSat 9am-5.30pm.

where to get

RECORDS
T

he record industry would
have you believe that
records are dead. They
are not as good as CDs, not as
convenient, sound worse, take
up more storage space, damage
easily and are more subject to
heat damage than CDs. Don't
believe them. The record — that
heavy, ( usually) black, grooved
frisbee — is alive and well, living
in many collections more comfortably and happily than the
sterile silver CD.
And, contrary to everything
the high street multiples tell
you, the LP is alive and kicking. In many ways it's more
available, less expensive, and as
so many seem to have been
conned into converting (I'm
loathe to say 'upgrading') to
CD, there are large numbers of
hitherto treasured collections
coming onto the second-hand
market at really low prices.
Inevitably, and sadly, we're
not able to list everyone now
making more of a living from
selling vinyl than CD, but the
directory below should give you
some idea of where to start
looking if you're still into styli
and grooves. For the hard-tofind discs, or rarities, you'll
need the specialists, but they're
soon sought out with a little
effort.
Chris Beeching
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ACORN MUSIC
PO Box 17, Sidmouth, Devon.
Tel: (0395) 578145
Large stocks of LPs and CDs;
jazz, dance, blues, R&B, stagescreen, etc. Rare and secondhand LPs a speciality. Lists
available. Mail order.
G. ANDREWS
31 Estcourt Road, Watford WD1
2PY. Tel: (0923)253714
Specialities: early recordings,
particularly, early monos and
stereos, Deccas, Me rc ury s ;
mostly classical repertoire.
AUDIO WILLEM
65 Park Street, Bristol BS I
5PB. Tel: (0272) 264597
13415 Crus Road, Cardiff. Tel:
(0222) 228565

BARGAIN RECORDS
9The Arcade, High Street,
Eltham, London SE9 I
BE . Tel:
081-859 5836
Large stock of second-hand and
new LPs. Specialises in classical. Open Mon- Sat 8.30am5.30pm. Also CDs, cassettes.

111E DURERY
99 Bromsgrove Street,
Birmingham. Tel: 021-622 2219
Stocks abit of everything, but
tends not to get recent chart
stuff. Established over 40 years.
From about £2.50.
DRESS CIRCLE
57-59 Monmouth Street, Upper
St Martin's Lane, London. Tel:
071-240 2227
Store specialising in musicals
and stage productions. £ 1.99
upwards, covering mainly London and Broadway shows.
Stock of 5-10,000, mostly good
quality second-hand. Many
'deletions' in stock.

IIFJUIOS
27 Surrey Street, Croydon. Tel:
081-680 1202
Also claims to be the biggest
... Prices start at around £3for
a good second-hand album up
to the sky's the limit. Wide
selection covering most music
tastes. Should have heard of
most things if they haven't got
it in stock.
BRENTWOOD MUSIC CENTRE
2Ingrave Road, Brentwood,
Essex CM15 8AT. Tel: (0277)
221210
CAMULOS CLASSICS
49 Crouch Street, Colchester,
Essex CO3 3EN. Tel: (0206)
369310
Each shop has around 600 new
records, £3-£9 per disc. Also
extensive stocks of CD, cassettes; videos of opera, ballet etc.

cassors
78-80 Gillygate, York. Tel:
(0904) 630559
Cassidy's covers all music areas,
but they can't get enough jazz
or contemporary. Huge stocks
from £ 1.99.

FINE RECORDS
32 George Street, Hove, Sussex,
BN3 3YB. Tel: (0273) 723345
Buys and sells records pre 1978.
Specialises in early Deccas,
early stereo LPs, especially
from America and France.
'Golden Age' ( 1958-65) most
sought after, ' Silver Age' ( 196571) next best, with 'Bronze
Age' ( 1972-79) as alast resort.
CARON RECORDS
65-66 The Covered Market,
Oxford. Tel: (0865) 246887
Large amounts of second-hand
classical, rock, jazz, blues and
others new and second-hand.
Specialist in jazz and classical.
Prices start at around £ 3.49 up
to over £30.
GARON RECORDS
70 King Street, Cambridge. Tel:
(0223) 62086
Stocks jazz and classical, with
most stock second-hand classical. Over 3000 at any one
time. Prices from £4-5 for good
quality LPs. Jazz mail order.
GOOD VIRRATIORS
121 Great Victoria Street,
Belfast. Tel: (0232)233/56
Huge stocks of all types of
music. 10,000 LPs from 99p.
Large stocks of rare, deleted
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NI 9NP. Tel: 071-278 86231
0703
Carries all types of jazz, specialises in bop/West Coast, Charlie
Parker onwards. Stocks of
thousands of guaranteed LPs.
Holds auctions 3-4 times ayear,
buys and sells CDs, LPs; good
prices offered.
OVEN READY RECORDS
46 Kingsbury Square, Aylesbury,
Bucks. Tel: (0296) 82296
Good for folk and rock. Prices
reasonable. Selection is wide,
and the staff know the stock
well. Worth avisit; mail order
and `Wanted' list too.
and ' forgotten' LPs. Major
labels and many independents
stock. Top quality second-hand
stock, mail-order service, specialists in 'hard to find' LPs.
Also stocks CD, cassette.
«MEE
84 Lower Marsh, London SE I .
Tel: 071-401 3830
Wide selection of classical,
mostly second-hand, occasional
new stock. Rarities sought.
Price — the sky's the limit for
real hard to find, sought after
rarities and deletions.
THE GRAMOMMIIE RECORD
65 Westbury Hill, Westbury-onTrym, Bristol. Tel: (0272)
623251
Mainly classical. Quite large
stocks.
HAROLD MOORES
2Great Marlborough Street,
London W 1 . Tel: 071-439 9206
Probably the largest stock of
classical LPs — over 30,000.
Stock includes audiophile
rounds, early stereo editions.
Vast repertoire, historical performances, also some folk, East
European, films/shows, nostalgia. Mail order service, part
exchanges; and they buy collections. Price — 50p to £50.

HERITAGI: RECORDS
39 Woodland Road, Parley,
Devizes, Wiltshire SN 10 3RD.
Tel: (0380) 840362
Buys and sells mainly classical
LPs and 78s. LPs from the
1950s, 1960s and 1970s preferred. Mail order.

PIED PIPER RECORDS
293 Wellingborough Road,
Northampton. Tel: (0604)24777
Specialises in second-hand and
collectors' records. Over 3000
albums in stock covering all
types of music, but mainly
rock. Price guide —£ 1upwards.

HONEST JOB'S
278 Poriobalo Road, London
NW 10 STE. Tel: 081-969 9822
Concentrates on Jazz 1945-93,
and soul, fusion, hip-hop and
rare obscure acid jazz. New and
second-hand available (also sells
CDs). Top prices for rarities
around £80, many as low as
£3.50. Imports much from
USA, Japan, and abroad generally. Thur/Fri/Sat 1-6pm —
Reggae Revive — ashop within
the shop specialising in rocksteady and roots reggae on 7in
single only.

RECORD COMPANY
la Dorset Road, Lewes, East
Sussex BN7 1TH. Tel: (0273)
473219
Mail order only: large catalogue
of rare and 'out of print' LPs.
Original pressings — mono,
early stereos, Deccas, historic
performances, operatic section,
plus 'Collector's Guide to LP
Pressings'.

JAM SWING
45146 Loveday Street,
Birmingham B4 6NR. Tel: 021359 7399
Extensive range of big band,
vocals and jazz. Mail order
specialists and new and secondhand bought and sold.
MOLE MEL
291 I'enionville Road, London
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RECORD SNACK
69 Clerk Street, Edinburgh EH8.
Tel: 031-667 7144
Stock — across the board, but
large amounts of jazz. LP stock
approx 7000 discs. Covers both
new, second hand and deleted
items. Prices from £3.99 for
good quality LPs.
REMINGTON RARE RECORDS
17 Cannon Street, Birmingham.
Tel: 021-643 2017
A mecca for 'oldies', rock 'n'
roll, heavy metal etc. Now
branching out into CDs too.

COMPtRERS ETC.

der .

THE RECORD CONNOISSEUR
PO Box 132, Wokingham,
Berks. Tel: (0344) 780262
Dealers in analogue music, LPs
a speciality; jazz, pop, rock,
blues etc. Mail order. Also buys
mint LPs.

I

10-15 RECORDS
18 Orchard Place, Weston Super
Mare, BS23 1QP. Tel: (0934)
635901
Huge collections of secondhand vinyl. Mostly rock/pop,
some jazz, little classical. Prices
range from 'very cheap' to over

£30 for a real rarity.
TRIM RECORDS
10 Dane Lane, Wilstead,
Bedford MK45 3HT. Tel:
(0234)741152
Mail order specialists in
audiophile vinyl products from
Sheffield Labs, Cardas, Analogue Audio, Chesky, etc. Can
supply anything recently available in the UK on vinyl. Tends
to be little classical available but
loads of rock, pop, jazz — especially from Ace and Topic.
TURNTABLE
40 Station Road, Chingford,
Essex. Tel: 081-524 3917
Stocks mainly classical, over
500 boxed sets, all secondhand. Prices range from £ 1.
Constantly changing stock.
VINYL ADDICTION
168 Lower Briggate, Leeds. Tel:
(0532) 341168
Mainly into 1960s to 1980s
records, especially rock, pop,
indie and HM. Stock about
1000; from £2.50 to collectables.
VINYL EXCIUMGE
20 Oldham Street, Manchester.
Tel: 061-228 1122
Everything from classical
through to rock, pop, house
and jazz. Stocks around 5000.
Prices from 50p up.
VINYL INNIT
2Observatory Lane, Glasgow
GL2 9AH. Tel: 041-334 8065
Top suppliers of all types, overstocks and deletions. Low
prices. Phone for full lists.
VOLUME ONE
41 Upper Wickham Lane,
Welling, Kent DA16 3AD. Tel:
081-304 4622
Second-hand records bought
and sold, classical and jazz
mainly, but all sorts.
WEST MIDUIND CLASSICAL
RECORDS
184 Lyttleton Street, West
Bromwich B70 7RZ. Tel: 021525 2089
Comprehensive stock of LPs —
new and used in good condition. Specialises in classical;
limited other stock. 9am-6pm
Mon-Thurs.
YARBOROUGH HOUSE
BOOKSHOP
Bishops Castle, Shropshire. Tel:
(0588) 638318
Stocks over 4000 second-hand
classical LPs and CDs.
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ALL TIME

greats
A

ll of us has a favourite
recording or three. Just
to see what made some
of the other members of HFNI
RR tick, Iasked them to list
their top three LPs of all time
and, just for fun, put in three of
my own. One of them has still
to be available, but apart from
that there were no bolds barred.
The first time Iheard Stravinsky's Pulcinella/Apollon Musagete ARGO ZRG 575 (deleted)
was on afriend's old Dansette
record player. I was spellbound. It was the first time I'd
heard music like that, and it
made areal impression. It's just
as good today, and has stood
the test of time, being well
recorded, vibrant and beautifully performed.
Beverley Craven's Beverley
Craven Epic 467053 may sound
abit passé now but the album
was a real hit when it first
appeared in 1990. The cut on
this disc is particularly good,
and the simple techniques used
34

in the transfer have allowed the
real beauty of her music to
shine through. The backing is
unobtrusive, the performance
engaging, the clarity superb.
Finally, a real rarity. Columbia Jazz Festival (
Various)
JS1 XSM 45601 (deleted).
Featuring greats such as Gerry
Mulligan, Duke Ellington,
Lionel Hampton, Teddy Wilson etc. The quality of the
recording is tremendous, being
really raw, bright, deep and
thoroughly 'there'. You feel
you're in the session with them,
and it was all recorded out of
doors, live. If you want to upset
your smooth sounding speakers, put this on.
Chris Beeching
The late, great blues artist
Albert King (he died in January) can never have sounded
better than he does on Live
Wire Blues Power (
Stax STS2003, later STX-4128). In the
studio, Stax tried to modernise
him, with mixed results, but

there is none of that on this
near-perfect live recording from
a 1968 concert at the Fillmore
West. Placed beautifully in the
huge recorded acoustic, backed
by adiscreet second guitar and
organ, he is majestic.
Mercury collectors look
down on the 60,000 series: but
The Birth Of A Band by Quincy
Jones (Mercury SR 60129) represents apeak (if not an Olympian one) of the company's
astonishing jazz and popular
output. It also represents apeak
of Jones's first career as a jazz
musician: he'd played and
arranged with Hampton, Basie
and Gillespie before launching
his own big band, as heard
here, in 1959.
As an antidote to the awful
soundtrack of Clint Eastwood's
Charlie Parker biopic, New
Musical Express issued its own
two- LP compilation of Charlie
Parker ( NME/Spotlite JU67333): this is just about the
handiest package there is of the
recordings Parker made for the
Dial label in 1946-7. The stuff
has been reissued in every
shape or form, but never with
more dedication and honesty
(and with less echo and grunge)
than by Tony Williams of Spotlite Records, 103 London
Road, Sawbridgeworth, Herts,
who had long ago put together
the definitive 6-LP edition of all
the Dial material. Free of fake
stereo, added echo, noise
reduction processing and the
rest of it, this is what reissues
should be like.
Steve Harris
Feeling Iought to nominate at
least two classic recordings still
available on vinyl, Ithought of
Erich Kleiber's Beethoven Fifth
and Reiner's Chicago SO
Scherezade (
which should be
listed respectively by Linn and
Chesky). But no: those didn't
make as profound an impression as the VPO/Walter Das Lied
von Der Erde ( Decca), the first
of three Klemperer/EMI Beethoven Sevenths or Serkin's glorious Brahms &flat Concerto —
all dare I say, now on CD?
Christopher Breunig
Sir Georg Solti's Mahler 9with
the LSO on Decca (SET 360/1)
is asuperb example of how to
record a large symphony
orchestra with fantastic presence and detail. Exaggerated
larger- than- life balances
perhaps; this 1967 recording
isn't for purists. But what brilliance, impact and depth! You

rarely hear such vivid orchestral
sound today, alas.
For sheer naturalness allied
to massive impact and rich
powerful sonority, Sir Colin
Davis's 1977 Philips LP of Stravinsky's Rite of Spring (
9500
323) is hard to equal. The
sound has detail, clarity, and
excellent stereo without microphone spotlighting. And the
engineers capture areal sense of
the Rite's colossal scale and
power; something few rival
recordings achieve.
King Crimson's third LP
Lizard (
ILP59141, reissued
EGLP-4) was one of the first to
exploit the extra flexibility and
creative possibilities of modern
multi-track techniques. Issued
1970, it still sounds good today
and stands as one of the freshest
most inventive progressive pop
albums ever recorded.
James Hughes
Ifound Mel & Tim's Starting
All Over Again (
Stax STS-3007,
deleted) for 50p in a bin in
Croydon, at the height of my
collecting days ... It was
released in '72; Ididn't discover
it until ' 77. Mel & Tim were
billed as a 'sort of Sam & Dave,
not as raunchy but just as well
matched'. This is quintessential
Stax-style R&B, kitchen sink
included. Amusingly, this longlost treasure has been reissued
on CD as Stax/Ace CDSXE
078, with four extra tracks.
The Beatles' Beatles For Sale
(Parlophone PCS 3062). It
would be cheating to list the
box set containing everything,
so I settled on this for two
reasons. The first is that it was
recorded before they weirded
out and were still making sharp
little pop masterpieces. The
second is that it contained their
cover of 'Words Of Love', thus
introducing me to Buddy
Holly. This sounds fantastic
from start to finish nearly three
decades later.
There's no question which
album I'd take on my desert
isle: Howard Tate's Get It
While You Can (
Verve V6-5022,
deleted), this would be it. Take
the most expressive, pained,
versatile voice of the century,
wrap it around ten perfect
songs, back it with a dream
house band and you have the
most emotional slab of plastic
ever issued. It's funky,
anguished, upbeat, suicidal,
sassy — the most intense halfhour your ears will ever experience.
Ken Kessler
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back issues service

June 1992
Features: Blumlein's
last hours.; Nicam explained
Reviews: Chord amps;
low-cost DACs; TDL
Studio 4
Music: Zander and the
metronome; Brenders
Brahms Concerto 2

11111111
July1992
Features: Sound of
DCC, Room acoustics;
Pioneer Legato Link
Reviews: Up-market
tuners; Pioneer DAT; YBE
integrated; Castle Chester
Music: Franki Valli; Sir
Charles Maekerras

August 1992
Features: Chicago
CES; CD-Interactive
player assessed.
Reviews: AMC. Jadis
and Yoshino valves; Rogers
P24; CD personals
Music: Philip Glass;
British be-bop

September 1992
Features: Quad II
mods; Back-to-Basics on
amplifiers
Reviews: Mission 7.53;
Philips DCC900;Vimak
DAC; Magnepan MG3.3
Music: jack Pfeiffer;
Tom Jones

October1992
Features: Build U-line
speakers; surround sound
Reviews: Wadia 6;
Autumn CD players; British
amps; Linaeum speaker
Music: Andrew Davis;
Stephen Hough plays Liszt;

December 1992
Features:Budget Tweaks;
The HiFi Show
Reviews: Mark
Levinson No.30; Philips
CD9.50; Adcom amps
Music: Coleman
Hawkins; Handley's
Vaughan Williams 3 & 4

Jenuary1993
Features: Back-toBasics on digits; Sugano
and Koetsu; 93rd AES
Reviews: Tannoy
605LE; Wharfedale amp;
Philips DCC
Music: Tafelmusik;
Fassbaender's Liszt

February 1993

March 1993

Features: David Ièay s

Features: CES, Dr Bose;
DACs explained
Reviews: ARC D400,
NAD 3020 amps; Arcam,
Marantz CD; Lexicon
DSP
Music: Yuri Temirkanov;
Debussy by Tilson Thomas

Nat ' King' Cole

et‘e"

ee•-'IlMil
November 1992
Features: 70 BBC
years; Data Compression
explained; speaker basics
Reviews: Krell; Arcam,
OreIle and Mission DACs
Music: Classic FM; Yuli
Turovsky and Mackerras's
Starlight Express
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Missing that vital back number? Our Back Issues Service can help! We can also
photocopy articles for you.
We can supply single copies of
most issues from 1991 and
1992: simply cut out or photocopy the coupon, or write with
your requirements and remittance to:
Penny Keogh, Back Issues Service, HFNIRR Editorial Dept,
Link House Magazines Ltd,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA, UK.
Please make sure that your
remittance (cheque or postal
order/international money
order) is for the correct amount
and is payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES LTD.
We welcome credit card orders,
but we CANNOT take credit
card orders by telephone.
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PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
We can supply photouipies of
any HFNIRR article. The
charge is £1per article ( UK) or
£2.60 per article (airmail).

BINDERS
These study, high-quality goldembossed binders will help you
look after your copies of HiFi
News & Record Review. Each
holds 12 issues. Binders cost
just £5.50 inc. UK p&p (overseas £ 8.50) from our Back
Numbers department.

AR; system matching
Reviews: Sony MD,
Creek DAC 60; budget
amps, tuners and CD
Music: Guildhall String
Ensemble; Anne-Sophie
Mutter plays Berg

ORDER FORM
Please send me the following back issues/ photocopies*:

(*Please note that the following are N(3T available: Jan'9I, Feb '9I, Apr '91,
May'91, Nov'91, Dec'91, Jan'92, Feb'92, Apr'92, Dec'92.)

Prices including postage for back issues are as follows. Please tick the
service you require.
OVERSEAS ZONE I:

f5.25 per copy

OVERSEAS ZONE 2:

£5.75 per copy : 1

ZONE I:

USA, Africa, India, South East Asia

ZONE 2:

Australia, Japan, China, New Zealand, Far Easi

EUROPE ( EEC) and EUROPE (OTHER)
UNITED KINGDOM

H

£3.95 per copy
£2.60 per copy

I

Please note that all orders will be fulfilled promptly but surface mail
delivery times may be extended to more than 28 days.
NAME . caps please)
ADDRESS
Tel:
Ienclose POIChequelM0*
D Iwish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*
My card number is

F.xpi,y date

Signature
Photocopies of this form are acceptable. E&OE

Please dekte as necessary.

A Sense of
Rhythm on
Blues

The Unisis & Genesis monoblocs shown with optional Tube Protection Grilles E

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH QUALITY VALVE AMPLIFICATION
Hatch Farm, Chertsey Road, Addlestone, Surrey, KT15 2EH, England
Available from selected dealers throughout the UK
Tel: 0932 850361 • Fax: 0932 850354
HAND BUILT IN ENGLAND

